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SELCTION I

INTROMUCTION

One of the better known sources for aircraft performance estimates

is the text by Perkins and Hage, "Airplane Performance Stability and

Control." Since the introduction of their text in 1949 there have

appeared several other publications directed at predicting performance.

By and large, these efforts were concerned with evaluating the perform-

ance character lct,7 of segments which, when added together, define an

aircraft mission profile. These segments include takeoff, climb,

cruise, acceleration, deceleration, descent and glide, turning, and

landing.

Today digital computer programs exist which analyze the segments

given the aircraft configuration definition. This definition consists

of the aerodynamic and engine performance characteristics, the internal

and external fuel load, and the payload. The computer programs deter-

mine the fuel used, the time, and the distance covered in each segment

of the profile. If the aircraft configuration or mission is changed,

then in general the program mu*L be rer, from te .t.rt ...in order L

establish the different mission profile. Generally the time required

to do this is available. Unfortunately this is not always the cose

and often is not the economical approach, particularly if the change

is small. Thus it is desirable to have available techniques or data

which account for the changes in the profile or configuration.

This effort has as one of its objcctives the derivation of

sensitivity analysis which predicts first order changes in performance

62 1 -



due to small changes in the configuration. Configuration changes could

be an aerodynamic change, such as the addition of external stores, or

a modified wing, or any other external modificatlcn. Inlet modifica-

tions or engine changes represent installed engine performance changes.

Weight changes result from the previous changes, different payloads,

and different fuel loads. Thus the ability to rapidly and accurately

account for small configuration changes seems to be a desirable goal.

UnforLinately, techniques or data for accomplishing this are lacking.

Sensitivity results are an end product and are derived as follows.

Each segment of a mission profile, the climb, cruise, etc., is studied

separately. The mathematical formulation of the segment is the first

step. This includes the definition and assumptiotns which are necessary

tor rormutating rho probiem, ana is referred Lo nu genurail&' pwLL'JmL

ance. The second step is the derivation of approximate analytical

solutions. Differentiation of these analytical solutions determines

the sensitivity relations. Substitution of the configuration character-

Istics into the sensitivity relations then provides the desired sensi-

tivity results.

It should be clear at this point that ve are talking primarily

about point performance problems. In other words, we are discussing

the local properties of the trajectory for a given mission segment.

We may integraLe over a given segment with respect to time or some

other selected independent variable, but the result should not be

construed as an optimal solution between the initial and the final

segment of a profile but clearly they are suboptimal for the reason

-6226 9
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that the total mission may not be optimized. A global optimal solution

is that solution which optimizes the performance function over the

whole mission. Examples are the maximization of the total range for a

specified amount of available fuel or the minimization of the fuel re-

quired to fly between two specified points. These and similar problems

are beyond the scope of this effort.

Organization of this report is by section, takeoff, climb, cruise,

descent or glide, turning, and landing performance. In each section

generalized performance is presented first. Next, approximate analy-

tical solutions are determined. Finally, sensitivity paramsters are

derived. Graphical solutions are presented for each problem studied.

The performance estimates in general are based upon a standard

day. Those non-standard day problems which are studied are identified

in the text. For the analytical results an exponential atmosphere is

often assumed. This corresponds to an exponential relation between

atmospheric density and altitude.

In subsequent sections, reference will be made to the troposphere

and stratosphere. Both are atmospheric layers above the earth's

surface. The first layer is the troposphere. Across this layer the

atmospheric temperature varies with altitude. Initially, in the sacond

layer (the stratosphere) the temperature Is constant. This layer

extends to approximately 66,000 feet. The altitude at which the

troposphere and stratosphere meet is called the tropopause and corres-

ponds approximately to 36,089 feet for a 1962 standard atmosphere.

Atmospheric data for a standard day are presented in the Appendix.

For performance analysis the primary atmospheric variables are the

62 1 O08 1-3



density and the speed of sound. For a non-standard day the corrections

for these variables are as follows.

It will be assumed that the pressure altitude is the same for both

a standard and non-standard day. The temperature will be different,

however; consequently both the density, p, and speed of sound, a, will

be different. Subscripts S and C. will denote a standard-day, and a

standard-day sea-level value, respectively. From the equation of state

Ps 05 TA

In terms of standard day sea level density Equation 1-1 can be

rewritten as

Pso Ps Pao

Q s/f (T) (1-2)

where

f(T) - T/Ts (1-3)

In Equation 1-2, as is the standard day density ratio which can be

extracted directly from the tables in the Appendix. The non-

dimensional temperature ratio f(T) is presented in Figure 1-1 z! e

function of altitude and AT, where LT is the difference in temperature

between a standard and non-standard day. The interpolation is linear

for &ny value of LT. The speed of sound is proportional to the square

root of the absolute temperature, thus

0.

e,1-4 Z 6--6226-9-:6 62 o) 0
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Figure 1-1 Non-Standard Day Temperature Ratio
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1 f (1-4)

The standard day speed of sound, as, is obtained from the tables In tho

Appendix. 1Tus the density and speed of sound for a non-standard day

can be derived from standard day atmospheric tables and the correction

f(T).

Numerical solutions to all problems except climb performance were

derived by means of a scientific calculator. Any electronic slide rule

capable of performing chain operations is adequate for determining the

numerical solutions.

The first section will address oroblems relative to the estima-

tiun of takeoff performance.

12i oO0 1-6
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SECTION II

TAKEOFF PERFORMAKCE

Problem Definition and Assumptions

In toxiay's age of larger and larger military and comm.prciWl

aircraft, the available takeoff field length becomes one of the key

design requirements. For a given design mission the takeoff tield

length requirement can directly impact the design of an aircraft.

This is particularly true for the bomber and cargo carrying aircraft

where high payload and long range are major mission requirements. For

the smaller high thrust to weight ratio fighter and interceptor air-

craft, the takeoff field length requirement does not usually impact

the design. The high thrust-to-weight ratio will produce relatively

short field lengths. However, in the prblimlnary design of any air-

craft the designers must first consider takeoff requirements for the

design mission.

An example of how the takeoff requirements can affect the design

of an aircraft Is illustrated by today's military and commercial air-

craft. Their suphisiiicatwu wing "~ap zvst=: ire a resul~t ef~ rho~

takeoff requirements (also landing requirements which will be covered

in Section VII). The engine is usually sized to meet field length

requirements for the large commercial and military aircraft. (Note:

hihs may not be true in the case of a supersonic bomber or fighter

where the engine size may be determined by climb or cruise require-

ments.) This results in designing incr4ased weight and co.plexity

into the aircraft to handle the first three to five minutes of the

S21 0 08 2-1 46 6
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mission. Certainly then, the takeoff requirements are a very critical

parameter in mission planning and preliminary design of an aircraft.

The purpose of this section is to provide information and back-

ground so that the preliminary design analyst can determine field

length capability of a given configuration. The takeoff problem talked

about here uill be the conventional ground run folloved by transition

to a given obstacle height. The obstacle height is 50 feet for mili-

tary ai~craft ard 35 feet for civilian aircraft. Thj takeoff field

length for any aircraft is the sum of the ground roll distance to lift-

oft and the transition distance to the obstacle height. This is

illustrated in Figure 2-1. Airport and runway conditions which affect

the field length are temperature, altitude, wind, and runway slope.

For preliminary design work It is assumed there is no wind or runway

slope. Runway slope and wind components are taken into consideration

for operational and flight handbooks.

The ground run will be considered first in the takeoff analysis

problem. This Is the distauce from aircraft brake release to lift-off

speed, the lift-off speed is based on the attainable CL (lift

coefficient) at rotation of the aircraft. Determination of the C1 at

lift-off will be discussed later in this section.

7he derivation of the equations of motioee for the ground roll

portion will now be made. Figure 2-2 Illustrates the external forces

acti•z on the aircraft during the ground roll. These forces are lift,

drag, thrust, weight, and ground friction.

2-2 b62 008



A _ _ B

RELEiAS E OFOBSTACLE
_HEIGHT

FIELD LENGTH = A + b C

Figure 2-1 Definition of Take-off Field Length

L

(086 U- IORZN

" 'r'w sin ¢

Figare 2-2 Forces Acting on the Aircraft For The
•;rouna Run
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The velocity (V) and acceleration (a) at any given time is defined as:

dS dV
V - ' a- d- (2-1)

dS - V dt and dt -
a

Therefore

dS - Vd (2-2)
a

where S is the distance traveled.

Integrating Equation 2-2 givso

VO

SG - 1 (V(V2)dV (-3)
VW a

where

5G " ground run distance

VLO M lift-off speed

Vw a wind speed

The ground run distance can now be calculated by determining the

acceleration of the aircraft. This can be done by summing the forces

acting on the aircraft. The frictional force Ff is

Ff s VN - i(W-L)

where 4 is the coefficient of friction between the runway surface and

the tires. The external fo. -e Fa is

Fa - ma - Wa (2.4)
g

Summing the torces acting on the aircraft and substituting them in

Equation 2-4 gives

2-4 6-2 269
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T- 0 - • 4(W-L) - W sin 0 - a

where a negative i Is a downhill slope and a positive 0 is an uphIll

slope. We assumed earlier that the slope would be zero for preliminary

design, therefore,

W sin - 0

and,

WD (W-L) - g a

Solving for the acceleration gives

a - L(T - 4W) - (D - (2-5)

The lift and drag forces are defined as follows

L - C 1. q S and D M CL q S

Substituting the lift and drag into Equation 2-5 gives:

a L (T - PW) - (CD - PCL) Sq] (2-6)

and sobstituting Equation 2-6 Into Equation 2-3 gives;

LOW (V - vw) dV

C v g ZiiY~o-~LY~J(2-7)V w • [(T.•IW) - (CD.!.JCL)Sq] 217

T1his equation can now be integrated from the initial velocity (Vw) to

the lift-off spead (VW) to give the ground roll distance. The lift-

off speed is determined trem the following equation by knowing the

lift-off CL-

VLO 2W (2-8)
* - CLoS

2-5
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The lift-off CL can be derived from wind tunnel data, analytical pre-

dictions, or flight test data. The angle of attack to produce the

lift-off CL should be calculated with adequate ground clearance to

clear the tail and the landing gear struts in the static compressed

position. In determining the lift-off CL a check must be made to

determine if the CL falls within the required constraints. For

example, HIL-C-5011A states that the lift-off CL must not be greater

than that for 110% of pcoer-off stall speed. It also states that

distances to clear the obstacle shall be based an 120% of the power-

off stall speed. In these two cases the appropriate lift coefficients

are defineu as;

C

ChL0 V STALL 1.21

CLC
C120% V . 1.44

Figure 2-3 illustrate& the reI-tionship of the ground run CL, lift-off

CL, CL limits, and the CL stall. If the geometry limited lift-off CL

falls below the CL for 110 and 120 VS,£AM. it would be used for the

lift-off CL (as shown in Figure 2-3). Should the geometry limited

lift-off CL fall above the CL for 110 and 120% VSTALL the appropriate

CL for lift-off and transition to the obstacle height must be used.

It should be noted the wing in proximity to the ground has an

effect on the CL v.-. a curve as shown in Figure 2-3. This Is commonly

known as groumd effect. If the analyst has good wind tunnel data

available for ground effect they may want to include it in takeoff or

landing analysis.

2-6 00
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However, the ground effect is a function of the altitude of the wing

above the ground and previous analysis shows that this effect deterior-

ates very rapidly. For wing heights of one-half wing span the CL vs. aL

is very close to that of free air. For high wing aircraft the ground

effect could be very small. For preliminary design the ground effect

Is often ignored.

GROUND C
EFFECT STALL

/ C
--LFT-FFATTITUDE L .VTL

CONROLATTITUDE

(

Pl.purv, 2-3 AnPle of Attack and C, Relation for
Cround Run and Lift-iff

In general, It is necessary to solve SG by numerical integration.

However, for the purposes of preliminary design an analytic expression

can be derived from Equation 2-7. By assuming that CD - CDG, CL CLG.

and the thrust are all constant, Equation 2-7 may be written

2-7 2-6-269 ' 62 079
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VLO (V -vw) dV

S G ajQV2 (CD - L)(2-9)! Vw T . 12.-

V 2w G C

VLO (V-V d)V
-A c 2 v

V w C2 .V2

where

AM2, (CG "C )

2 (CG - PCLG)

Reuriting the integral in Equation 2-9 in partial fractions given

V LO C - Vw , bI +V 1
S - A ( " 2V dV (2-10)

vC C-V WC C )V

Integrating Fquation 2-10 gives

C.A-V C4÷Vwsc - (C-V,,) Fn ,--T+ (C *.v,) en.
SG 2C v~ 2C U C+V~

* LO

By assmirtg the no wind condition, the ground roll distance reduces to

C2
SG ~~n- 2--2 (2-12)

C -VJC

By using Equations 2-8 and the definitions for A and C2 , Equation 2-12

can be solved and presented in geneL--i.i ed cerms. Figure. 21.4, 2-5,

anid 2-6 present the lift-off speed (VW) and ground roll distance (SG)

in terms of W/CL S, altitude, W/S(C -i ) and T/W. These data

are for standard day conditions.

2-8 Aj_* 2 6 9
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Another %pproach to determining the ground run is based upon the

assumption of average acceleration. This leads to a c-imple form for

the ground run. In Equation 2-6 we see that if the aerodynamic

coefficients are constant and the thrust fairly constant, the accelera-

tion varies as the speed squared. This is illustrated in Figure 2-7.

The average acceleration will be at (a, + a 2 )/2. The velocity at this

point will then be the average velocity for the ground roll. Assuming

the no-wind coi.dition (V." 0), the velocity increment (AV) is then

equal to VIL. The average velocity squared is then

- 2 V

and solving for the average velocity gives

"" v - 0.707 Vw (2-13)

Knowing VIL, we can compute the ground run distance in one step by

using average values. Equation 2-3 can be integrated from V. - 0 to

VLO to give Equation 2-14.

1 V 2  (2-14)
SG V LO%/14

2;

where,

a - g/w L(T - w) . (CD - tCL) Sq] (2-15)

and q is evaluated at V.

Substitution of A and C2 gives$

SG A VLO-
2 C 2 _ 'VLO 2

"2-12 -6-2269
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'the difference between this solution and Equation 2-12 Increases as

VLe approaches C. For example, for an extrame case such as the KC-135,

which has a low thrust to weight ratio and high lift-off speed, the

difference is less than one-halt of one percent. The parameters T and

q are evaluated at V. T7he parameters S, W, CD, CL, and 4 are

characteristics of the aircraft.

The transition from lift-off to obstacle height is the second

phase of the takeoff run and is included In the field length calcula-

tion. This phase is basically a problem of determining the time required

to clear the obstacle from the lift-off point. Because the obstacle

height is small, the transition times are very small (0 to 6 seconds

depending on climb capability), which allows it to be calculated very

easily in one step by assuming average values for speed and load factor.

1he time and distance to clear the obstacle can be determined by

examining the forces acting on the aircraft as illustrated in Figure

2-8. Summing the forces parallel to the flight path gives:

W (dV

T-D-W sin y - -) d - (2-16)
t

Summing the forces purpuzilicuili~ LO tha flaig. path.~v:

L - _ (Ly) V - W cosa - 0 (2-17)
g dt

Solving Equations 2-16 and 2-17 for V and y givec

g - . sin y ) (2-18)

and,

2-13
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dV
whereVandyare and respectively. Asstming the speed Is

Y a~vdt ýtdt

essentially constant and y is small, Integrating Equation 2-19 gives

y - &f (n-O)t (2-20)
V

where n is defined as the load factor and is equal to L/X. For a

constant speed Equation 2-18 may be written

g - g(I Y

and solving for y gives
'i-I T-_D

y -0 sin 1 T-Wl

This y would be the maximum flight path angle attainable during the

transition with no speed loss and n - 1.0. Therefore,

-1 T-D
Y , sin"I

YMAX "sln' W V. )(..D

where n - L/W - 1.0. Referring to the Inset of Figure 2-8, if the

obstacle is reached .efore y hich is usually the case, then

h - H V sin y dt V Y dt
OB 0 0

for small y's. Substituting Equatvai 2-20 and integrating gives

2

h- 1/2 g (n-1) t2 (2-22)

The distance covered Is

ti
sa-Sl - f Vcos y dt

0

therefore,

6'2 079•'" sI - Vt
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The tLime to clear the obstacle is solved from Equation 2-22

L lO (2-23)Iti " g(n-1)

and the dist4nce is

s F ,, V(2 -2 4 )
SF V g(n-l)

If YbiAX for load factor of 1.0 is reached bafore the otstacle, YMAX

is flown from hl to HOB. Since

ROB -hl
tail YNX"

SF 1 sO

SF - s1* ( HoB -hI) cot MA (2-25)

where

YMAX
g(n-1)

2
hI - 1/2 8 (n-i) ti

sI Vt 1

and n is the load factor during the flare to Y A"

The total field length can then be derived by summing the distances

calculated in Equations 2-24 or 2-21 with those in 2-12 or 2-14.

2-16 6 0 79
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Applications and SensilivIty AnalYSis

For preliminary design analysis it is convenient to have

geheralized takeoff performanct in the form of a chart or graph. This

offers the engineer an aid to-x visualizing sensitivity to parameters.

Takeoff field lengrhs can then be adjusted as the configuration is

altered. This section will demonstrate by example graphs which pro-

vide the engineer with the capability to calculate takeoff field length.

The graphs include multi-engine aircraft with critical field lengths

based on an engine failure.

In Equation 2-15 we see that the average acceleration is a tunc-

tion of T/W, S/W, q, CD, CL, And p. We can let T/W, S/W, and q be

variables and we can then make assumptions about iL, CL, and CD which

are representativq of the aircraft configuration under analysis.

For example, a typical confiburatito might have the following

characteristics which would apply to many variations of that con-

figurations (1) The ground run rolling 4 is widely accepted to be

0.025, wt.ich corresponds to rubber tires on asphalt or concrete. For

other applications the rolling p for hard turf, short grass, long

grass, and 3oft ground are 0,04, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.10 to 0.30,

respectively. (2) The value for CL ground run is usually very small

and can be assumed to be zero. (3) The ground run drag cc-fficient ks

300 counts (CD) - 0.0300), which is typical for large aircraft. Fox

data other than assumed here, reference should be made to Figures 2-5

nnd 2-6 to determine field length variations.

"2-17
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With the above assumptions and Equation 2-14 we can construct a

chart (Figure 2-9) of ground roll distance as a function of T/W, S/V,

and VLO. This chart is very accurate when used for preliminary design.

The parameter sensitivity represented in the chart can be applied to

many configuration variations. The lift-off speed (VLO) is determined

from Equation 2-8 corrected to knots and the parameters T/W and S/W

are characteristics of the particular configuration. This information

used along with the chart will then provide all of the engine takeoff

ground run distance.

In the case of large multi-engine aircraft, rilitary and civilian

regulations require that critical field lengths be calculated to in-

clude ar. engine failure. The engine failure point or critical engine

a~ p a%11 aA 1 iUl a L LI& Ah 6 0~I. uA' zC . r t~ = ..... t . z . r C -aft-

equal to the distance to continue the takeoff with an engine out.

Azl engine failure prior to the critical enine speed would result in

&n aborted takeoff although an engine failure after the critical engine

speed (V1 ) has been rea'had would result in a committed takeoff.

Determination of the V1 speed is done analytically and is an Iterative

process. A V1 speed is selected and the aircraft accelerated to that

speed. At this point an engine is cut and the takeoff rum is continued

to the obstacle and the field length calculated. A second calculation

is made from the V1 speed (engine failure point) to determine the

distance required to make a maximum-effort atop. The two distances

are then compared and the V1 speed is adjusted until the distances

aUzS zqil. 1z d 2 != t= the --------------

An engine failure before this V1 speed will result in a shorter

2 - 1 8 r.
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stopping distance and a failure at a higher speed will result in a

shorter "engine out go" distance. Figure 2-10 shows the relationship

of the speeds to distances for the takeoff run. The '=xiuma-effort

stop" distance is a function of many variables. These include engine

spin down time, pilot reaction time, effective braking coefficient,

and energy absorbing capability of the brakes. For preliminary design

it is usually assumed that the braking system will have the capability

to perform a maxiaum effort stop at maximum design gross weight. The

other variables are a function of the particular ground rules which

apply to the type of aircraft being used and are later verified in

flight test.

Assuming the critical engine speed occurs at 75% lift-off speed,

we can construct, for axaaple, a chart identical to Figure 2-9 that

reflects an engine failure at the critical engine speed. Figures 2-11

and ý-12 then give ground roll distance for a 25 and 50% loss of power,

respectively. To calculate the engine-out ground-roll distance for a

m four-engine airplane Figure 2-11 would be used, and Figure 2-12 for a

two-engine airplane. The ongine-out ground-roll distance for a three-

Sengine airplane would mean a 33-1/3% power less for an engine failure.

For this case it will be necessary to interpolate between Figures 2-11

and 2-12.

The determination of the transitlon distance for prvliminary

design work can be made using Equation 2-24. A chart can be con-

structed of transition distance vs. speed for various load factora.

For most aircraft a constant speed and load factor can be assumed

2.20 64 0'79
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Figure 2-10 Critical Field Length
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throughout the tramsition to the obstacle height. Figure 2-13 gives

the transition distance to clear a 50 foot obstacle which is the

obstacle height for field longth calculations for military aircraft.

The flight path angle at the obstacle in Figure 2-13 is calculated

frm Equation 2-20. This flight path angle should be checked against

Figure 2-14, derived from Equation 2-21, which presents the maximum

flight path angle attainable for the configuration being analyzed.

If the flight path angle at the obstacle is equal to or less than

the maximum flight path angle in Figure 2-14, then the transition

distance in Figure 2-13 applies. Otherwise, Equation 2-25 will be

used to calculate the transition distance.

The speed used in the transition should reflect the applicable

grotuid rules. For example, HIL-C-5011A requires that speed used to

calculate flare distance be at least 120% of the power-off stall

speed. This speed can be derived from the relationship

1/2V - ( 2w)

1.2 Us

For other ground rules it may be applicable to use an average of

lift-off and obstacle speed or to assume lift-off speed throughout

the transition.

2-24
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Figure 2-13 Take-Off Transition Distance
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Once the field length requi-e-ueiat for a given configuration has

been established the variation of the ground roll to small parameter

changes is of interest. This is important for first-order effcts in

preliminary design work. The analyst then has a good insight into the

sensitivity of various parameters. By considering Equation 2-14 for

this part of the analysis, the effect of the parameters I/W, W/SCLG,

W/S (CDG - lCLcG), and altitude (h) can be determined. Logrithmlc

differentiation of Equation 2-14 yields

dSG . dVLO2 - da (2-26)

SG VL0 a

where dSG, dVLO2 , and di are changes in SG, VLO2 and ?, respectively.

SFro_ the definition of VL3O En,*t-n 2-_8

dVLO2  dW/SCLG dP (2-27)

VLO W/SCLG P

For an exponential atmosphere, the density p is related to altitude in

the following approximate way,

r- h

where io is the sea-level density and p Is approximately 1/30,500.

Substitution of the expression for p into Equation 2-27 gives

dVLO2  dW/SCjG

+ *dh (2-28)V.2
V1O W/SCLj

6279
2-26
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Consequently, by increasing W/SCk or altitude the lift-oft speed would

be increased. Differentiation of Equation 2-15 and the knowledge that

q p- v gives

VLO
di g T ,( , + W . dh

d4. WT 41/(D.4Fý

LO dVLO2  p VLO2  S (CW G.4c

- -It_ __ _ (C

4 W/S(cDC-4CL;) VLO 4 W/S(CDG-) G-W

(2-29)

Substitution of Equations 2-28 and 2-29 into Equation 2-26 gives

dW/SC,
d TfW "G0S S T/W T/W d/SCL-c W/SCLG

.4 W
w ~s (CD -CLG)

+ S _(__G.CLG) S(CDG"-4LG) Shdh (2-30)

where ST/W, etc. are sensitivity parametera defined in Table 2-1.

In the form presented in Equation 2-30, any change in W/S' CDG, PC4.

or CL, is accounted for. If the external configuration is fixed, the

aerodynamics should not change. In this event the appropriate form is

dSG d T/W d W/S

SG T/W 0 SW/S * Shdh (2-31)

2-27



TABLE 2-1

GROUIND RUN SENSITIVITY PARAMETERS

Parameter Sensitivity Parameter

T/W g T

•rV 2

W/ci L9 . LO2
u/scL4 WI , / (Cj)G.4Cj'

2

1 g VLO

W/S (CD)G-!'CLG) 4 W/ (c) 4--

4/s W(cuG-c•1C~

2
1 09 V LO

1 -g _W/S (CO -L~)

ia

Substitution of the average speed into Equation 2-15 gives

(CD 4C,)

- IV LO
where V

Consequently, Equation 2-31 can be written

dS 0  g T d T/W d W/S

---- - - - . - + Odh * - (2-32)
SG i W 1/W w/S

An increase in T/W results in a decrease In SG. An increase in h or

W/S increases SG.

2-28 "-2,269 n 00
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Summary of the Takeoff Performance Proble

Methods uere derived to calculate the takeoff field length

including the transition to clear the obstacle. These methods include

the capability of using variablo accelerations or assuming constant

accelerations. Application to representative configurations shows the

ground roll distance to be very sensitive to lift-off speed and thrust

i to weight ratio and less sensitive to wing loading. Transition analysis

shows the distance to be sensitive to lift-to-drag ratio, thrust-to-

weight ratio, and independent of rpeed for a given load factor.

SSensitivity parameters are provided for the ground roll to account for

configuration changes.

2-2
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SECTION II1

CLIMB PERFORKAZCE

Problem De~finition anod _Assu~tio~nv

For static climb pecformance the problem3 of Interest are the

maximum flight peth angle, maximum climb rate, and minimum fuel con-

sumption for a given altitude increase. From a't lnnegral performance

standpoint, items of interest are those associated with minimum fuel

to climb and minimum time to climb. These integral performance

problems will be discussed in this section.

It will be a!sumed that the trajectory remains in the same

verticel plane; that is, there is no turning. The equations oa motion

and kir.ematic equations are

g( T _ - sin v) (3-1)

_ =+ I( i - cosy) (3-2)

V W W

- V cos y (3-3)

'. 1 . (3-.. )II

W- -SFC T (3-5)

where V is the speed, y is th': flight path angle, T is the engine

thrust, D is the draS, n is the load factor, SFC is the specific fuel

consumption, a is the angle-of-attack, and g is the acceleration of

gravity. The load factor ii related to the lift 1. and T through

n : + e sin a. (3-6)

w w
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For high angles of attack and high thrust to weight ratios the second

2_ term on the right can be significant. The drag is dependent upon the

speed, altitude, weight, and the load factor, or aerodynamic angle of

attack.

It will be convenient to treat the altitude as the independent

variable. Consequently, time becomes a dependent variable, The first

step is the elimination of sin y. From Equations 3-1 and 3-4

dV . g (I.D.siny)
dh V sin y W W

Solving for sin y gives

T° D

9ll1V V • --

g dh

The transformations of Equations 3-3, 3-5, and 3-4 become

dx 2d V AV,.

dhT D g
W U

dW SFC"T V dV

dh v (T _ g d

1*V dV
dt 9gdh

dh V, j D)
w w

3-2 -'2Z69
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Given the speed os a function of the altitude, the thrust, and the

aerodynamic drag, it is straightforward as far as determining the

numerical solutions for the distance, fuel, and time in climb.

Unfortunately, the problems of interest concern the derivation of the

speed schedule for optimizing distance, fuel, or time in climb. Thus,

the spead schedule is unknown a priori. There are two ways for cir-

cumventing this difficulty. The first is to formulate the problem as

a calculus of variations problem and determine the optimal climb

schedule. The alternate approach is to make assumptions relative to

the climb schedule and go from there. The latter will be the approach

taken here.

The first assumptiotn is that the change in speed with altitude is

V dV «

g dh

If the climb speed is constant, t1en this relaticn is certainly satie-

fled. Un the other ha.d, if the speed goes from 800 feet por second

at sea level t3 1000 toet per mecond at 30,000 feet, the Acceleration

correction is approximately 0.2. Consequently, in some problems the

correction may be significant.

It the acceleration correction is negligible, then it followr that

aIn y (3-7)

' - Cos y (3-8)

Recall that the drag is dependent upon the speed, altitude, weight,

and the load factor or angle-of-attack. In general, an iterative

3-3 ~ 26
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approach is required for evaluating the performance since the drag ist

related to the load factor which is dependent upon the flight path

angle through Equation 3-8 And the flight path angle is related to the

drag chrough Equation 3-7.

The iterative approach Is as follows. For a given throttle set-

ting, the thiust is known In terms of the speed and altitude. First

assume that the flight path angle is approximately zero. Ihen from

Equation 3-8 the load factor is approximately one. For a given alti-

tude and speed the drag is computed and the flight path angle recom-

puted from Equation 3-7. A now load factur is recomputed and the

process oepeated until the change in y is nQg|igible. Whe this occurs

the flight path angle is comyuted from Equation 3-7 a"d the raze of

climb, R/C, is determined from Equation 3-4

RiC v siny . V (T-D) (3-9)

The fuel consumption per unit altitude change, dV/dh, is determined

from Equations 3-4, 3-5, and 3-7

d0 SFC-T SFC.T-W (3-10)-- . - --- U ... -3]o -

dh V sin y V(T-D)

from Equations 3-7, 3-9, and 3-10 the maximLu flight path angle,

maximum rate of climb, and minimum fuel consumption per unit altitide

increase can ba determined.

The flight path angle for a given throttle setting and weight is

determined from data like that in Figure 3-1, where the excess thrust

per unit weight 1-D is plotted versus spued and altitude.

3-4 .. 08
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The maximum flight path angle et a given altitude is determined from

the maximum value of --D . Consequently, the speed is identified as

a function of altitude for the steepest climb path.

Maximum rate of climb is determined from excess power V(T-D)/W.

Rate of climb at a given altitude is presented in Figure 3-2. In

addition to determining maximum rate of climb at a specified altitude,

maximum flight path angle can also be determined from Figure 3-2.

A line through the origin has slope

R/C
V

But this is sin y; therefore the tangent through the origin to a rate

of climb curve at a given altitude determines the maximum flight path

angle. Also, Figure 3-2 provides both the fastest climb and the

maximum flight path angle.

Fuel consumption per unit altitude increase Is presented in

Figure 3-3. The locus of points through the minimum values of Wf/(R/C)

at each altitude defines the climb schedule for minimum fuel.

Approximate Climb Solutions

Under suitable assumptions, approximate analytic solutions Lan be

derived for the time, fuel, and distance covered in climb. The time,

tc, and fuel to climb, Wc, between altitudes ho and hf are obtained

from the following Integrals

tc hf dh (3-11)hf

3- --62-269 C 4) 79
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FASTEST CLIMB SCHEDULE

/ h

h 2

h h3

"~ / ~\-~-MAX( FLICHT PATH ANGLE

Figure 3-2 Rate of Climb

MIN FUEL CLIMB SCHEDULE

dW ~h

h h
23

gur 3-3 Fue1 C,ýqmtn Per Unit Altitude Change
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hf

w - h - -- dh (3-12)
h0  

h

wviere h and W are defined by Equations 3-4 and 3-5. In light of

Equations 3-1 and 3-2 the solution for minimum time and minimum fuel is

a calculus of variations problem. If, however, assumptions about V and

Sare introduced, then the problems reduce to ordinary calculus

problems. The first assumption is that y is small, hence Equation 3-2

gives

n 1

If the speed change it negligible, then V is approximately zero and

Equation 3-1 reduces to

T.-n ("a. -sin y . -
W

Thus Equation 3-4 becomes

h _ -(T-D) (3-14)

Equations 3-I1 and 3-12 become

hf
Itc V(T-D) dh (3-15)

he
h'.f

hf W.SFC.T dh (3-16)V(T-D)

if no other constraints hold, then minimization of tc and Wc results if

5, L W o0av v (-U)

3-8 -62269
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a W-SFC-T 0 o
.3V V(T-D)5

Aassming that T and SFC change negligibly with speed and the change in

the weight is also negligibla, then the necessary condition is

0-- LV(T-D)1 - 0 (3-17)77 V

It should be noted that even though the necessary condition for time

and fuel to climb are the same, the two solutions for the optimal

speed may be different if different throttle settings are employed.

from an optimal throttle control standpoint the settings would be

different. For the problems here, the throttle control is assumed to

be specified.

Ecpansion of Equation 3-17 gives

T - D +V V i,) (T-D) - 0

For a parabolic drag polar with constant aerodynamic coefficients,

this becomes

r - SV 2 Co -K-2 4KW2

TPSV 2  V(-Psvc 0  -V )

or

2 2KW"

T - PSV2c• CD 0

The golution for the best climb speed is therefore

V =, ~ ~3pCDo W (L/D) 2M(3AX

621 008



Substitution of the beat climb speed into Equations 3-15 and 3-16,

after rearranging, gives

"(c (/po £ ! dh (3-19)
W/SCDO h Z

½ hf

W c h -T dh (3-20)

where

R ) 221 (3-21)
W W (L/D)__2

2 . .2 9 T. i .. 2 9

3 3 (L/D).x2  (ID)-
K"~ MAXC

and u Is the density ratio. The horizontal range X is obtained from

Equations 3-3, 3-4, and 3-14

hf ,hf dh

no oin y ho

" J" R 2dh 
(3-23)

he

The solution of Equations 3-19, 3-20, and 3-23 are limited by

h

where HmAx is the altitude where the thrust and drag are equal.
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Substitution of Equation 3-18 into T - D yields

T(i) m1 (3-24)
W D

It will be assumed that T/W varies according to the density ratio In

the following way

T JT (3-25)
WW H 0

where (T/W)o is the sea level thrust to veight ratio. The exponent y

is an empirical constant which varies between Q.8 and 1.0 in the

troposphere and Is approximately 1.0 above the tropopause. Hereafter

"y- is taken to be one. Substitution of Equation 3-25 into Equation

3-24 and solving for o gives

S... .(3-26)

W 0  D MAX

The solution of Equation 3-26 identifies the maximum altitude, P

Numerical Integration is required to determine the solutions for

re, W iW, and Xi. L. fmui-C t 1 v I(I N Art4 X(7 Adb I~ ,4~n& A a Fn friav

x(1) - ( 3 po) •0"5 h - dl

h

X(2) - (3o) 10 °-' r
0

The powers of ten are introduced to normalise X(1) and X(2) to the

order of one. Clearly X(I) and X(2) are functions of T/W, (L/D)MAX,

3-11 62 1 008



and h. The solutiens for tc and Wc/W are therefore

/c a 
k,

U (W/Cl S)

The solutionsfor X(1) and t. are presented in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.

In Figure 3-5, the time to climb is from sea level. In Figures 3-6

"* and 3-7 are presented X(2) and WC/W. Figure 3-8 presents the distance

covered in climb.

From Equations 3-18 and 3-21, it follows that

V = X(3)M

where

R
X(3) -

X(3) and the best climb speed are presented In Figures 3-9 aad 3-10.

As ai example consider the F4C with the following characteristics

I climbing from sea level to 30,000 feet.

W - 50,000 pounds

S - 530 square feet

CL) 0.0125

MM L/O 11.56

38,000 pounds (maximum power)

SFC =2.45 pounds/hour/pound

621 008
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The approximate solutions are

t - 85 seconds

Wc -1260 pounds

X - 17 nautical miles

The F4C performance substantiaticn data gives approximately

tc - 72 seconds

Wc - 1290 pounds

X - 12 nautical miles

Thk errors are 18'. in timv to climb, 2% in fuel to climb, and 42% in

the range. The differences in the time and range are significant.

From a total mission standpoint, however, the differences will be

small. As an example, for an F4C combat air patrol mission, tho total

rion t .... nd r-diu• .. re 1-.139 houre- -"nd 250 na,_,ut Inl miles. B•sed

upon these numbers the errors are negligible.

Acceleration Correction

The approximate climb solutions were based u| 'n the assumption

that the acceleration, V, was zero. Based upon the best climb speed

schedulo ,epicted !n Fgures 3-9 and 3-10; this as~umption requires

further examination. From Equations 3-1 and 3-4

dV g ( -.D.R siny )
dh V sin y W W

Solving for sin y gives

T.D
sin y - H W (3-27)

1*V dV
gud

621 008 3-28 6 -ý - 6 -



Equations 3-11, 3-112, and 3.23 become, upon substitutiozi of Equationi 3-21,

h V(" 9

WC h SFC -(1.- . dh

W H h

hf (1 Y SUL) dh
- 4& dh

ho

T'he solutiorts reduce to the previous nobat:iors if

-0
dth

They r-educe approximnately to the previous results If

V v dV
gdh

We can check It thIs 1s tric case for Oiie ap-&W d~f~

3-18. If we as&s-1L an exponen~tial &tmosphere, I.e., to* donatty varies

exponantially with altLtide, then

a - 'JR e- (-28)

where ýj.and p &a' coejilclurLs defin--i as follows

).tmo.Apheric L~yer 0ý(eL1

JropoLphiere .01/30500

$tratnsphark 1.7121

3-29 A2_
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Substitution of Equation 3-28 into Equation 3-18 and differentiating

gives

V dV (dV-29)
gdh L 2  To 2 22 Lgv., 3o •--

MAX (L/Dye

Based upon the maximum altitude defined by Equation 3-26

Thus

U

VdV SCDO (3-30)
g dh 4- 4 (L) BOo

D) MAX

The error is largest at the vxiLrImum altitude. For the F4C data

examined earlier, the right side of relation (3-30) yields

SCo O. n-7

4(i) 8o

g... dh V 0,

W/CD S and m&x Iru L/D. If maximum LID Is greater than 15, thean

thv error is less than 0.1.

3-30
Jy 6290797
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Sensitivity An& .lq is

The sensitiviCy of time to climb, fuel to climb, and distance

covered in climb have the following form

d (W/CDoS) d (L/D) KAx
0 Wlos 1 M S AX (LID){MM

S(TW)Od ('/Wl)o• s<TlW (T 4-7/7ff>

where L is the chaage in a performance variable, namely dtc/tc,

dwc/Wc, or dX/X. Sf/CDoS' S(L/D) tAX' and S(T/W)° are the

sens!tivity parameters. These parameters are defined in Table 3-1.

Fuel to climb is directly proportional to changes in SFC.

The sensitivity parameters for (L/DL)yA and (ii/W)o are ali

negative. Consequently, an Increase in either or both results in a

de(.oase in tc, Wc, and X. In addition, the change in any variable

is more sensitive to changes in (T/W)o rathor than (L/D)MAx. The

biggest impact in a changv in (L/D)MAX is in the maxintm*m altitude

RMAI(. In lable 3-2, the sensitivity parameters S(L/D)KX and S(T/W)o

are presented for selected ralues of (L/D)riA, (T/4)0, and the

attitude. The data show that as the product (C) (1) io rirares,

the sensitivity parameters Increase (decrease in absolute magnitude).

The scnsitivity parameter S(T/W)o asymptotically approaches -1.5,

-0.5, and -1.0 for increasing values of (L/D)yAX (T/W)o. S(L/0)j,

asympto-tically approaches zero.

3-32 k 4 A' -
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TABLE 3-1

SENSITIVITY PARAMETERS FOR CLIM4B PERW'RMANCE

VaibeSW/CD S S (L/D).4 IW0

-12(L/D)MX jy T/W aK(1)

tc-1/2 ( t/),~~() To/ K2

X 0l/)M T0/W)M ~) (,,W

pLDMy a(2

'I 3-33



TABLE 3-2

SENSITIVITY PARAMETERS

Variable - S(T/W)Q

(L/D)MAX (T/W)o Altitude tc _c X

5 0.5 25,000 -4.37 -2.96 -4.12

5 1.0 40,000 -2.74 -1.40 -2.41

15 0.5 25,000 -1.61 -0.60 -1.15

15 1.0 40,000 -1.57 -0.55 -1.09

25 0.5 25,000 -1.54 -0.54 -1.05

25 1.0 40,000 -1.52 -0.52 -1.03

S. x a~,,•• - .f h! -

(L/D)MAX (T/W)o Altitude tc Wc X

5 0.5 25,000 -2.86 -2.46 -3.11

5 1.0 40,000 -1.24 -0.90 -1.41

15 0.5 25,000 -0.11 -0.10 -0.15

15 AA 000 -o0o7 -o005 -0.09

25 0.5 25,000 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05

25 1.0 40,000 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03

621 008



7, -'7

Summary of the Climb Performanca Problems

Approximate time, fuel, and range solutions were derived for

trajectories where the acceleration was negligible. SensikLvity

analysis damoitstrated that changes in sea level thrust to weight ratio

resulted in bigger changes in performuance relative to the changes in

maximum lift-to-drag ratio.

3-35 "-622Z69
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SECTION IV

CRUISE PERFORMANCE
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SECTION IV

CRUISE PEM•MORLACE

Problem Definition and AsmsMpttons

In general, cruise performance is characterized by flight in the

vertical plane at small flight path angles with small changes in the

speed and altitude,. Typical zruise performance problems involve the

derivation of the solutiuns for maximamz range, maximum endurance, and

level flight trajectories. The solution to these problems defines

the necessary conditions for the aerodynamic and engine controls. The

definition of the controls provides the information for integrating

the differential equations of motion and kinematic relations.

Small changes in the speed imply negligible longitudinal accelera-

tion. This assumption along with small changes in the flight path

angl. results in the thrust, T, equalling the drag, D.

I -aD (4-1)

The thrust I& a function oi the Mach number, M, aititude, h, and *iuglraa

throttle setting, N. The drag is a function of Mach number, alLtitude,

'tnd aorodynamtc lifL coefficient or angle-of-attack. For the proble

to bc addressed here, the lift coefficient will be the aerodynamic

control. The time-rate-of-change of the range, X., is

a V cos y

which, for small flight path angles, may be approximated by

V (4-2)

621 008



The time-rate-of-change of the altitude, h, satisfies

h- V xiny

which can be approximated by

h VY (4-3)

The assumption of small flight path angles Implies negligible normal

acceleration. Thus, for trajectories in the vertical plane, the

weight, W, and aerodynamic lift, L, are equal or

L W (4-4)

The aerodynamic lift is a function of Mach number, altitude, and lift

cjeftficienc. The final differwniLiai wl,.L Ia t-, . .....1 A& "I

change of the weight,

-T*SFC (4-5)

where SFC is the specific fuel consumption. The aerodynamic drag and

lift are defined by

P5* - psv2 CD (4-6)

L p pSVCL (4-7)LL

where CD is '~he aerodynnaic drag coefficient, p ts the atmospheric

density, arid S Ls the reference area for the aerodynamic coefficients.

The aerodynamic drag coefficient is a function Of CL and Mach ntuber, M,

CU fl(M,CL) (4-8)

4-2 4
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The thrust and specific fuel consumption are functions of Mach number,

altitude, and throttle setting, N,

T - f 2 (M,h,N) (4-9)

SFC - f 3 (Q,hN) (4-10)

Equations 4-1 through 4-10 provide the relations necessary for

determining cruise performance subject to specified trajectory

characteristics, such as best cruise, beat endurance, or constant

oltitude-constant speed trajectories.

As an example, if altitude and weight are specified, then CL can

be determined from Equations 4-4 and 4-7 as a function of V, h, and W.

From E;quarion 4-8. C, is computed as a function of V. h, and W. Next,

0 is computed from Equation 4-6 as a function of V, h, and W. Equations

4-i and 4-9 establish the engine control. From Equations 4-10 and 4-5,

SFC and W are computed as functions of V, h, and W. The flight path

angle can be determined from Fquation 4-3 If h is specified as a

function of time.

It is convenient at this point to introduce a transformation

whereby the weight is treated as the independent variable. Conte-

quently, the time becomes a dependent variable. Dividing Equations

4-2 and 4-3 by Equation 4-5 gives

dX V
dW T-SFC

dh VY
dW T.SFC

4-3 -- 2 0 79
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Substituting Equation 4-1 yields

S- V (4-li )
dW D-SFC

dh . - (4-12)

dW D.SFC

The transformation of Equation 4-5 is

dt 1
dW T.SFC

which becomes upon substitution of Equation 4-1

dt . (4-13)
d; L.SFC

Eq"acions 4-11 through 4-13, 4-4, and 4-6 through 4-10 constitute the

foemulation of the cruise performanc, problem. We now turn our

attention to four specific problems, namely best crul.cs performance,

beat endurance, constant speed, and constant altitude trajectories.

The constant altitude-constant speed case is repressntative of a low

altitude bomber penetration. The constant speea trajectory is repro-

sentatlve of a supersonic cruise like the B70 or Supersonic Transport.

The constant altitude case is representative of th& control maintained

by the Federal AviaLion Agency during peacetime operations. Each of

these examples will be studied in detail and appropriate approximations

introduced whenever possible in order to achlvev analytical results.

4-4



Best Cruise iPerformance

In general, the goal for this problem is to determine the speed,

altitude, and the asrodynamic and engine control for maximum range

coverod for given fuel available for cruise. Thus, the weight is the

appropriate independent variable. If Equation 4-11 is maximited at

each point on the trajectory, then the integration oa Equation 4-11

yields the maximum range. The resulting trajectory is valid if the

aerodynamic and engine controls can be realized along the trajectory.

Rewriting Equation 4-11 and &ubstituting Equation 4-4 gives

V . L/D) (4-14)
dW SEC W

The range factor, RF, Is definwU as

V V ý(/D) (4-15)
SFC

Maximum range, therefore, corresponds to maximum range factor. The

general Lechnique for solving the maximum range fdctor is as follows.

.or a givc'n veijiL aitd - C- f-nctien : V, hi and W is

determined from Equatlons 4-4 und 4-7. CD as a function of V, h, and

W is determine, from Lquation 4-8. This gives L/D since according to

Equations 4-6 and 4-7

L CL (4-16)

I) CD

For fixc<d V and W, L/1) versus h looks like that in Figura 4-2.

-269
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For a given speed and weight, L/D increases with increasing altitude

imtil the altitude for miaximum L/D is reached. At higher altituoes

than this altitude, L/D then continuously decreases.

Since CD has been determined, then 1) is determined from Equation

4-6 which identifies T from Equation 4-I. From Equation 4-9 N is

detcrmined and SFC is then obtained from Equation 4-10. SFC versus V

for fixed W and h is presented in Figure 4-3. The combination of

Figures 4-i and 4-3 along with the definitiGn of the range factor as

defined by Equation 4-15 gives RF as a function of V, h, and W as

demonstrated in Figure 4-4. From data like that in Figure 4-4, best

cruise speed, best cruise altitude, and RF are determined for the

given weight W. If the process is repeated for different weights,

then RF as a function of W looks like that In Figure 4-5. In Figure

4-5, W1 and Wf are the initial and final weights during cruise.

Consequently, the cruise range as a function of Wi and Wf is determined

from Figure 4-5 and Equation 4-14

Wf
~dW (4-17)

W1

If RF is approximately constant, then Equation 4-17 reduces to

V (LID))
-1Wi

V(XO In

SFC Wf

-RjF 1n !_ (118
Wf

4-7
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The akormentionod technique is clearly a numerical approach to

solving the best cruise performance. An analytical solution is

desirable it it can be determined and if it is sufficiently accurate.

For certain asaumptions an analytical solution can be dqtermined. The

assumptions which result in an analytical solution are as follows:

I. CZ C1 LMIN + K(' L - (L)2

This assumption corresponds to a parabolic drag polar shifted by

CL', the CL for minimum drag coefficient (CjMIN). A parabolic polar

In a fairly good approximation over a limited range of CL values for

most drag polars. The coefficients CDo and K are Mach number

dependent.

This approximation assumes that the SFC is Independent of

altitude. Furthermore, it is assumed that the value of SFC is the

minimum value. Die rationale for this assumption is that if the air-

craft aerodynamics aid engins are properly matched, then the throttle

"s~tting for cruise should be in the neighborhood of minirmu SFC.

Also, from Equation 4.14, minimum SFC is desired for best cruise.

If this assumption holds, then the engine throttle setting, N, is a

variable which does not need to be determined,

The analytical approach will be to determine the cruise speed

and altitude which maximizes range factor for a given weight. Hence

the optimal solution is the solution of

Ha V (4-21)

h,V D- SF%^

4-10
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In light of the assumption that the aerodynamic coefficients and SFC

are functions of Mach number only, we will treat the Mach number and

the density ratio as the independent variables. The Mach number, M4,

is defined by

M,, (4-22)
a

where a Is the speed of sound. The speed of sound is relatea to

absolute temperature, T, in the following way

a a C T (4-23)

where C is a constant proportionality factor. From the gas equation,

P p pRT (4-24)

where R is the gas constant. From Figure 4-6, P can be approximately

related to p according to

"" B0 0'A

PO Po

- B (4-25)

where subscript o implies sea level values and a - /p0o is the density

ratio. For a standard day, from Figure 4-6, A and B are as follows

ATMOSPHERIC LAYER AB

Troposphere 1.235 1.0

Stratosphere 1.0 0.752

4-11
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Substitution of Equations 4-24 and 4-25 Into Equation 4-23 gives

pa ~ CI~A (4-26)

The dynamic pressure, q, Is def ined as

q V2

Substituting Equations 4-22 and 4-26 gives

q - N~

C 2 POBM20A
2 R

where X is a constant defined as

4 ~C2 rB a 2 p B (4-28)

The equation for the drag can now be formulated as a function of X4 and

b!!~ht4i ti1na Eqations 4-19: 4-4t and 4-7 into Equation 4-6 g ves

D -qS CD

i~x a~~c~i .....- )2 (4-29)

We can now determine the oIptimnal cruise Mach number iuid density ratio

ter maximiz~ing che rautgw £iL;Lv.

4-13 62 0 79
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The necessary conditions for m,.Imum range fazLor are

L( ~ ) 0 (4-30)
60 DSFC

L-- -) - 0 (4-31)
YN DSFC

Substituting Equation 4-26 into 4-30 gives

-- 0
aa ISFC

Expanding this equation yields

- 0 (4-32)
2 a D Oa

From Equation 4-29

IaD -A -b 2w ~CL') (4-33)
D ~ 0 CD XoM'a+S Xj42 AS

Substitution into Lquation 4-32 gives

C A -- () 2( CL') 0
2 X27S XM20AS

Substituting CD and

Do- C KCL' 2

gives

(A# 1,C Do 2A * Lw 2 M2
0. [(-32.. CL.OAI 0

"4-14 6 0 79
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This equation can be solved for a as a function of M; the result

II

a 2W [-(A-l)KCjL + (A-l)2K.2Cj2 *(A+l)(3A-l)KCD 0

(4-34)

Rewriting gives

(A~l)XM2SCD [-(A-1)KCL + (A-I) 2 K2 CL + (AI)(3A-l)KCDo IoA -2

Substituting Equations 4-25 and 4-28 gives

I(A+,),oao2 WSCDo.-!((A-1)KCL + (A-I) 2 K2 C 2 + (AI)(3A-l)KCDio

where 6 is the atmospheric pressure ratio P/Po. Consequently, W/b is

constant if K, CL, 1, and CLo are constant.

Substituting Equation 4-34 into Equation 4-29 and expanding gives

9 W.. LA jAI) M. • DO- r''L L•'' kd% J- L v '' •*" "-•UoJ
W +l -(A-•)iKC, + [(A_-)2lJ 2 L LA+23L + ( )(J-)jCo

The reciprocal is the cruise lift to drag ratio

L �l -(A-l)KCL * c&.i) 2 K2c. 2 + (A,*)(3A-1)KCDo

• (A-1)K2Ct 2  [ (Ml)KCj;D - KCLE(A-L) 2 K2 C,2 + (AMI)(3A-1)KCDo

(4-35)

4-15
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It is easily shown that the maximum LID for Equailon 4-19 is

L (4-36)
D MAX 2,7cio- KcL)

There are two special cases of interest for Equation 4-35. The first

Is A 1; substitution gives

2 1KZ

0 2 2KCD0 - 2KCL -1KD

1

2( - KCL')

This is identical to Equat!on. 4-36, trhus crulse it at -.iinim LID in

the stratosphere. It CL - 0, Equation 4-35 reduces to

L •Al 1 (A+I) (3A-1)KCDo

4A (A+)KCDO

1. ( ,Al) (3,-1)

" 4A KCDo

Substituting Equation 4-36 gives

D D AX 2A (4-37)

4- 16 6 079
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If I - 1.235, Equetici 4-37 becomes

L 0.996 (b)
D D

If CL - 0, then cruise in the troposphere is appromiuately at maximam

LID. It C. IIs not zero, the conclusion is still the same. Substitu-

tion of the aerodynamics into lquation 4-35 and A - 1.235 shows that

the cruise L/D Is within one percent of maximum L/D at least for

systems like the F4C and KC135.

Best cruise Mach number, 1*, is determined from optimization of

the range factor

H a(L/D)MA

SFC

The necessary condition is therefore

I d (L/D)HAX I dSFC . .... 38
F M)-UL)5ý dM S-FC -dg-

The range factor becomes

R - V(L/D) (-9
SFC

M°SOD £IkL/W JMAA In the stratosphere (A-1,B-0.752)

SFC

62 079
4-17
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3A+÷ A-I A-

R 4A
4 CDo

(1.689) A A(Po) 2A

1 A-i 3A-I

(Mo X (Y-) TA' -
SFC S r- -I)Kc+' 2--

+ ( KCDo - KCL') in the troposphere Aml.235,
1 B-.0

Substitution into Equation 4-17 and integrating gives optimal ci'luse

range

W1

X - RF In Tf in the stratosphere (4-40)

1-A
nAw 2 A

"2 L - (-) ] in the troposphere

Note that in the stratosphere Rjr is constant uhereas it varies with W

in the troposphere. Consequently for the latter case atF in Figure

4-9 is the initial value of the range factor.

The approach for determining best cruise performance via the

approximate analytical approach is as followsl

1. Fit parabolic polar to aerodynamic data according to

Equation 4-19. Expansion gives

CD - Co -LKCLCL 2

One way of determining the coefficients CDo, K, and Cj is to select a

given number of data points CD and CL knd then minimize the sum of the

differences between the theoretical and experimental values.

4-18 62079
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Assume N value5 of CL are selected, CL(l). Then CDO, K, and CL are

determined from the simultaneous solution of the following equations

N N N

CDC £ -2KCL Z CLM) + K Z CL•() L • CDzf.p(I)
IlL-1 L4l 1 11I

N N 2 N N
Co 0 CL(I) - 2KCL L CL (I) + K CL (1) - C %X(")CL(i)

b~ib-IL.IL- I DW

2 N N
CD° 0  CL (i) - 2 KCL & CL (1) + K I; CL(I) 1 CD~(ii)Cy )

Maximum L/D is then determined as a function of Mach number from

Equation 4-36.

2, from wngirte pert ui-,.as.ci d~ra-mint SF atfi a _uc

of Mach number.

3. Substitute maximum L/D, SFC, and H into Equation 4-38. The

alternative is to compute and plot RF as a function of Mach number.

4. Substitute M* and the corresponding values for CDo, K, and

CL into Equation 4-34 and solve for a as a function of W.

5. From atmosphoric tables determine best cruise altitude as a

function of the weight.

i, Ltfmaimnf the cruise range from Equation 4-40.

For maximum range, the cruise altitude, range factor, and cruise range

can easily be obtained from Figures 4-7 through 4-9 once H* is

detormined.

As an example, imagine that a certain aircraft yields M* - 0.8 a"

the solution to Equation 4-37. The par-abolic fit to the drag polar

gives for M- 0,8, C° - 0,015, ý:- 0, ^:d K - 0.107. The w.rg

loading is W."' - 60 pounds pee square toot. The apscific fuel

J 1-19
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consu*ption is SFC 1.2 pounds per hour per pound and Wi/Wf - 1.5.

These data then lead to (L/D)K4aX - 12.5 and W/CDoS - 40M. From Figure

4-7, ?A* - 0.8, (l/D)M" - 12.5, and W/CD 0 S - 4000 gives approximately

42,000 feet for the beat cruise altitude. In the stratosphere H* - 0.8

gives V * 460 knots. From Figure 4-8, V - 460 knots, (L/D)mAx = 12.5,

and SFC - 1.2 gives RF - 4800 nautical miles. Frco Figure 4-9, the

cruise range is X - 1940 nautical miles.

We next turn our attention to the sensitivity of the cruise alti-

tude and range factor to changes in the aerodynamic and engine per-

formance characteristics.

Best Cruise Performance SensitivttX Analyasi

V-• 0"- 4• 4-34, in lgaritbamlc form and then formfng the

total differential gives approximately

a - 2AK 2 cDo A_ w• A -H

Now a is related approximately to the altitude in the follmring way

C OR e-"h (4-42)

where OR and • are defined a follows:

&MKSPHERIC LAYXR OR _•(Feet-1)

Troposphere 1,0 1/30500

Stratosphere 1.712 1/20600

bifferentiating Equetion 4-42 and combining with Equation 4-41 gives

dh -

dC• w dM
- ---- aSw ls 2 + SM (4-43)VK "K + SCDo E'DoT

4-23 62 079
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where SK, SCDo , and SM are sensitivity parameters. Note that an

increase in K gives a decrease in h whereas an Increae in CO gives

az increase in h. The solution for CL at max L/D is

CL =J
K

Also, from L- W

WSCL -

Assume W and V are constmnt. Then an increase in CD0 gives an

increase in CL, which requires a decrease in p, which results in an

increase in h. An increase in K gives a decrease irt CL, which re-

quires an increase in p, vhit.- torresponds to a decrease in h.

LCpanding Equation 4-39 in logarithmic form and differentiating

gives approximately

dRF !ISFC dŽ1AX

RF " H S"• C

SM McS cA Cn. K dj C." (4-44)
- ~ *II

Equations 4-43 and 4-44 form the basis for the sensitivity analysis.

There are at least two ways to examine the sensitivity equations.

The first is to vary one parameter at a time while holding all other

parameters constant. This is like a design change. The other vay Is

to vary the parameters simultaneously like CDO, K, CL, and SFC as

functions of '. This could represent an operational change.

4-24
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Table 4-1 presents the "sensitivity parameters to one parameter"

variations. The way that Table 4-1 is used is as follows. Asaume

stratospheric flight, A - I and • - 1/20,600. For a 10% increase

in CD0 alone, the change in cruise altitude is

dh - 260 (0.1)
2(1)

- 1,030 feet

An increase in 10% in K gives a decreasa of 1,030 feet. Assume

that the aerodynamic coefficients are

K - 0.2

CD - 0.02

(L:L 0.05

The sensitivity coefficients are -0.406, -0,594, and 0.188 for K, Co

and CL' respectively. The biggest improvement in RF results from an

decrease in CDO.

SENSITIVITY TO ONE PARAMETER VARIATIONS

VarSabk SK ScDo S M SSPC Sw SCL

h -_ 2 0 0
2A$ 2. AO

F2KCL' - F -l KCL'RF --- I0 .

2 ,KCL)0 -KCL) x WKL;j) "L

4-25
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When CD , K, and SFC are functions of M, Equation 4-43 bocomes
0

Kh - CD~ oM

dM d(WIS)
5M -M SW/S Wi'S

Equation 4-44 becomes

i dRF SFC M/.•, 6M

L -M- aii (4-46)SFC am a

" The multiplier for dK/M in thee latter equation is a factor in

Equation 4-38. Thus, when Equation 4-38 is satisfied, SM 0 in

dRF/RF. Table 4-2 contains the senrltivity parameters.

TABLE 4-2

SENSITIVITY TO MCH NUMBER VARIATIONS

Variable Ss -- I

62079
.4-26
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SM in Equation 4-46 is illustrated In Figure 4-10. In Figure 4-10

when M - 14k, SM - 0. Below M*, dM < 0 and 3; , 0, thus dRF < 0.

Above M*, dM > 0 and SM < 0, thus dRF < 0. Consequently, RF decreases

" as the Hath numuer moves away from M*.

Figure 4-10 .iLiVtV O. Range factoriatins in MacIh Nunrber

We next turn our attention to an application of the analytical

results derived thus tar.

.-27 62 07942-2 206 9
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I. Application of thg &aIytical 22tima- rNujis Solution

I The aircraft which will be considered is the F4C. Two configura-

tions will be considered. The first configuration carries external

V" stores and the second configuration is clean. These configurations

are representative of an outbound and return lag of a military mission.

The first step is to fit parabolic polars to the aerodynamic data.

This is illustrated in Figure 4-11 for N - 0.8. This should be done

for all Mach nubers of interest. In Figure 4-11, the higher drag

configuration is the stores configuration. The theoretical polar* were

derived from the minimization of the sum of the errors between the

experimental data and a theoretical parabolic form. For this example

CL' was not zero, consequently C%,, and CD0 were not the same.

SYC versus fraction of military thrust is presented in Figurm

4-12 for three different Mach numbers and altitudes. As can be

observed from these data, SKC Is relatively insensitive to altitude

changes, hence the assumption that SFC is a function of Mach number

alone is satisfactory.

For this o_•a•ple, maximum RF is solved for best cruise Mach

number. The resilts of the best cruise performance are suimmarized

in Table 4-3. The outbound cruise leg corresponds to the stores

configuration. The return leg corresponds to the clean configuration.

Two assumptions were examined, namely A.. 1 which is representative of

a stratospheric atmosphere and A - 1.235 which c3rresponds to a

tropospheric atmosphere.

4-28
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TABLE 4-3

COMPARISON OF THE ANALYTICAL AND F4C CRUISE PERFORKANCE

Outbo•nd CX-415e La Est-Wated rEegsjjtg EQ

W1 (pounds) 4777•,s 47779 0

Wf (pounds) 46878 46878 0

j Nw Hf 0.85 0.86 1.2

hi (A 1.235) (feet) 31000 31300 1.0

hi (A- 1.0) (feet) 31900 31300 1,9

hf (A 1.235) (feet) 31400 31600 0.6

hf (A 1.0) (feet) 32400 31600 2.5

Average V/ITSFC (n.miles/pound) 0,0792 0.0810 2.2

X (nati_,,A miles) 71 73 2.7

etuM _-n Cr!se Leg

WI (pounds) 37406 37406 0

Wf (pounds) 33888 33888 0

Mi - Mf 0.85 0.87 2.3

h, (A - 1.235) (feet) 34500 36600 5.7

h i (A - 1.0) (feet) 36200 36600 1.1

hf (A- 1.235) (feet) 36500 38800 5.9

hf (A - 1.0) (test) 38200 38800 1.6

Average V/TSFC (n.miles/pound) 0.1131 0.1131 0

X (nautical miles) 398 398 0

4-31 20 79
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For the outbound l08 the cruise was in the troposphere. The

solution for best cruise altitude was in best agrement with the

generalized data for A m 1.235 which corresponds to the troposphere.

Best cruise Mach number was deteumined from the amimization of

M(L/D)ftX. The errors in cruise range and specific range factor

V/Wf were less t~hree percent.

For the return log the begiuniug of the cruise was in the

troposphere and the end was in the stratosphere. The stratospheric

atmosphere gave the best results for best cruise altitude. The

errors in cruise range and specific range factor were negligible.

The sensitivity parameter SM in the dRF equation is presented

in Figure 4-13 for the clean configuration and A - 1.0. The sensi-

tivity parameter Is nearly linear with Mach number. The range factor

variation with respect to Mach number is nonlinear, however. For

e irle, a 1% change in cach number gives a -0.12% decrease in Rp.

A 5% change in M results in approxKimarely a 3% decrease in RF@

The next problem to be addressed it the determination of the

beat -altitude id d npeed for uxmcmum endurance.

Best Endurace Performance

The difference between this problem and the previous one is that

Lquwtion 4-13 rather than Equation 4-11 is to be optimized. Examinea-

tion of Equations 4-1 and 4-13 shows that maximization of endurance

time corresponds to minimization of fuel flow rate. .he graphical

4-32
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method for determining best endurance Is straightforwar. For a

selected weight, both altitude and speed are varied until the 12inimm

tu6l flow condition is met. This &pproac:h is illustrated in Figure

4-14.

W-constant

W F h

M

I/. r 4 14W VCrCUS M

For each altituae there is a speod which yields minimum fuel flow

rate. The plot ot mintimum Wg and the corresponding best cru13e speed

for each altitude then identifies best cruise speed and altitude for

-asýImum endurance and the miniiwm fuel flow rate. Ibis situation Is

presented in Figure 4-15.

4-34
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14-constant 11
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In Figure 4-15, h* and W are the cruise altitude and Mach number

for maximum endurance. For each weight, minimum Wlp is therefore

easily determined, the result being like that in Figure 4-16.

The bEst endurance solution in obtained by Integration of the

reciprocal of the TFC, that is

Wf
t - - .dW

Wi

Under certain assumptions an approximate semi-analytic solution

can be determined for the best endurance trajectory. We now turn our

attention to this problem.

An Approximate Solution to the Haximum Endurance Problem

Three agsumpticvns are Introduced, one ci which is the same as

the previous problem. The assumptions are as follows.

1. The aerodyv t., drag polar can be approximated by a para-

bolic polar, i.e.,

CD - Cjo 0 KCL

2. The relationship between WF and thrust is linear. (Th•s

does not Imply that SFC Is constant.) Thus

WF - al 4 b

where a and b are constants. Since thrust and drag are equal,

minimum TSFC corresponda to minimum drag.

4-36
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3. The aerodynamic coefficients CD and K are constant. The

Justification for this is that analyses of maximum endurance for

existing aircraft have occurred at speeds where the aerodynamic

coefficients were constant.

In light of these assumptions, maximum endurance corresponds to

minimum drag and consequently max L/D. Since lift and weight are

equal, the speed and altitude are these values which minimize the drag.

Since

D W 1 PSV2Cjo * 2KW2

2 0 PSVZ

minimization with respect to V gives the necessary condition

PSVC 1°" 0 (4-,7)

Minimization with respect to the density gives

SV. 2 C (4-48)PLV2

Equations 4-47 and 4-48 are not independent, hence a dilemma results;

two unknowns and one independent equation exist.

The best that can be done under these circuastancea Ii to let

either altitude or speed ba an inderendent variable aru. the other be

a dependent variable. Let h or p no the independent variable and V

the dependent variable. From eithor Lqtation 4-47 or 4-48, best

cruise speed V* is

* (.-J..- ) (4-49)
p S CD)
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Clearly V" Increases with increasing altitude. For a given weight,

Equation 4-49 defines the relation between V* and altitude. The

final step is to substitute h and V* into the actual engine per-

formance and calculate "SFC. The optimum altltude, h*, is that alti-

tude which minimizes TSFC. This then identifies the altitude and

speed for maximum endurance.

Substitution of Equation 4-49 into the drag relation gives

D . WXD

Thus, In light of the second assumption

dt -

dW 7SC

'al+b

1 (4-50)

This equation is analytically Integrable, thus the endurance,t, is

- In 1 (4-51)

2 a," C-D 2aWff4_D + b

Equation 4-51 then defines the approximate semi-analytical solution

for maximum endurance. We next turn our attention to the sensitivity

paranmeters relative to endurance.
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Sensitivity Parameters for the Endurance Problem

In light of Equation 4-50, the only parameters which can change

the endurance time are K and CDo since W is the independent variable.

Endurance is sensitive to changes in the fuel flow rate, WE.

Differentiating

WF- 2&W 4Do + b

gives

dWF &W __ dK dCDo

WF 2aW 4CDo b K CDo

dCDo

"- " SK i SCD CD

The sensitivity parameters are therefore

aW4T

SK " S Co " -W (4-52)

2aW 4FCDo + b

oplication of the Maximum Endurance Solution

Again the F4C will be studied. Only the clean configuration will

be considered this time. The relation between Wf/2 and FN/2 (the

McDonnell data is for single engine performance) is presented in

Figure 4-17. FN is the net installed thrust, and Wf is the fuel flow

rate. The upper and lower bounds represent the difference in the data

at Mach numbers ot 0.6 and 0.7 and altitudes of 25,000, 30,000 and

621 008
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35,000 feet. The linear fit through the average values gives

WF a 473.4 + 0. 9 8 3 FN

Below M- 0.7 the aerodynamic coefficients are constant. Assume

W w 30,000 poturds. The solution of Equation 4-49 is presented i-n

Figure 4-18. The agreement with the MAC data was very good - the

biggest error was 2.67 at sea level. Given the speed and altitude,

as in Figure 4-18, then the drag can be computed as a function of

altitude. Using the MAC engine performance then determines Wf, which

is presented in Figure 4-19. The altitude for maximum endurance at

W - 30,000 pounds is approximately 30,000 feet. The MAC result was

32,800 feet, which represents an 8.5% error.

The sensitivity parameters for W - 30,000 pounds are

SK - SCOO - 0.428

Consequently, a 1% change in either CDo or K results in a 0.428%

change in Wf.

The next problem to be studied is the constanc-aicitude trajecLury.

Constant Altitude Cruise Trajectory

The objective here is the evaluation of the beat cruise speed

and the penalties assoc.ated with cruising at speeds other than the

speed and altitude for maximum cruise range. As in the problem for

best cruise range performance, the objective is to maximize :he range

factor. The difference here is that only the speed is tree. eno

general approach fir determining best RF is to dete.rm•ine L/D as in

4-42 -&2r' 6 9
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Figure 4-1 for the given weight and altitude, SFC as in Figure 4-3,

and then RF as in Figure 4-4.

The analytical work was accomplished earlier. The necessary

condition is Equation 4-31. Expanding gives Equation 4-38.

Substituting the parabolic polar then gives the necessary condition

for the cruise Mach number, namely

_B .so - OCo.. _N • ._ _ o_1____)N

SFC dl 2D CIo -)N

(4-53)

2K ' (3 0d .
*S~aj am~ 3 - )

The solution of Equation 4-53 yields best cruise Mach number for the

specified altitude and weight. From this the speed and drag can be

computed and then RF determined. The details are as follows. From

Equation 4-29

D M ý XSMrI ' + 2K4 2

A'SMZQA

Since L - W and V n Ma, the range factor is

maw
RE - SF IS A)+ 2KW2  '.54

Note that Equation 4-53 gives best cruise Mach number, M*, as a

--- a .L. ~ ... ,..k. M-------

also decreases. The rationale for this conclusion is as follows.

4-45 -62269
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Let

x 2S2M4(2ACVo M 2g. ma

A(M . (. CD 0 m SFC 6M

B(M) 3 !i A ~ H FC
K am SFC am

The necessary condition for best cruise speed is

A(M*) - B(W)

In Figure 4-20, A(M) and B(M) are illustrated for different weights

W, und W2 whe:ce W2 is greater than WI. It can be seen that M2* > MI*-

A(M)

A(M)

WI 
B (M)

W2

p I
M

Figure 4-20 best Cruise Mach Number as a Function of Weight
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Since the solutito, of Equation 4-53 yields M* as a function of

weight, integration of IFNW in Equation 4-17 can be accomplished only

by ntmeric-al integraticon. If, however, the change in H* with W is

small then Equation i4-17 can be analytically integrated. Based upon

this assumption, Equations 4-54 and 4-17 give

X - - ( tan" -1.2LW - tan 1 (4-55)
SFC ý C SM2 AI) ASkMt AD.

We iext address the sensitivity of the range factor to chaniges

in the pArameters.

Sensitivity Parameters for the Constant Altitude Problem

The general form for the total differential of RF is

dRF _ M M +SC~od CL)0o dK + SSFC LE.+S/ W

dRF M -SFC -W/

If the parametcrs CDo and K and the variable H are treated as

independent, then the sensitivity parameters are as follows.

I ( 6KW2 - XSMI2  o

SM D ) SMoA 2 D )

- -XSHIAkD 0

2WK

U. i

XSH2OAD
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SW/S QXSXZ2AiD ' )aA

If, on the other hand, CLOo K, and SFC are functions of 1. then the

sensitivity parameter is SM where

sM Jk d_~ sFC xSm2GACD° 0 + --M --- ) I

SFC aM 2D CDO aH

(4- 56)

X~jq2QADK am

SH is the left side of Equation 4-53. Thus S- 0 at the optimal

cruise speed. Furthermore, SM as a function of speed looks like that

illustrated in Figure 4-21.

C

sM

0

Figure 4-21 Range Factor Sen3itivity to Variations
In Mach Number

4-489



In Figure 4-21, M* is the best cruise Mach number. Cruise at speeds

other than at M* results in a decrease in kRj since SM di4IM is negative

on either side of M*.

Application of the Constant Altitude Cruise Solution

The F4C, clean configuration, will be considered again. Asstaae

that thG cruise altitude is 36,000 feet. This altitude falls between

the initi&l and final cruise altitudes of the return leg defined in

the problwer on optimal cru.se range performance. The solutions for

M* accordIng to Equation 4-53, L/D, and RF are as follovs:

heconst Best Cruise Climb

W4 L/D Rf R1

38,000 0.876 8.7? 4043 4052

Consequently, the range factor variation for constant altitude cruise

relative to best cruise climb is 0.2 to 1.0%. In addition, the change

in RF due to changes in W is negligible; therefore, RF for the F4C at

36,003 feet alLiLudr c•L' bi, UakoLk ai cost-ant.

For the sensitivity parameter SH, vhrn SFC, CDo, and K are

functions of M, Figure 4-22 shows that SM varies linqarly with M.

The sensitivity of the range tor to chengeb In the weight is

negligibi. For a 1% chang8 '.i cruice Mach numver, the range factor

decreases by approximately 0.2%. For a 5'X change in the cruise Mach

number, the range factor changes by approximately 4.0...

62 008
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Figure 4-22 F4C Range Factor Sensitivity
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Constant Speed Cruise Performance

Given the cruise speed or Mach number, the problem is to determine

the cruise altitude for a given weight which maximizes the range factor.

The general approach is to first determine LID as in Figure 4-2 for the

given weight and cruise speed. SIC is determined from data as in

Figure 4-3 and finally R, is determined from Figure 4-4.

The analytical approach follows. The necessary condition for

best cruise altitude is defined by Equation 4-30.

SRF - ( HaW 0 (4-30)

6 a D.SFC

There exists a constraint which must be considered in order to obtain

a valid solution. lc is necessary that the solution of Equation 4-30

result in the drag equal to or less than the maximum thrust available.

For a parabolic polar, expansion of Equation 4-30 gives

i D D•a S FC ag

-(A--1) _M2 -O kod (1 (S4-572 a W 2 4SM2 CA(47

-I JSFC-o S- 0
SFC da

Equation 4-57 is the general relationship which must be solved for u.

The solution for u substituted into Equation 4-29 gives the drag.

This must then be compared with the maximum available thrust. If the

4-51 2 0
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drag exceeds the maximum thrust, then the correct solution for a is

determined from the equality of the drag and maximum thrust.

There is a special case for which an analytical solution for a

can be deteimined. If cruise is in the stratosphere, A - 1. If in

addition SFC is a function of Mach number alone, then Equation 4-57

has for the solution

-1 W (4-58)

which agrees with Equation 4-34 when A - 1. The solution of Equation

4-58 :orresponds to maximum L/D ratio for the specified cruise Mach

Equation 4-58 when substituted into Equation 4-29 gives

D - 2W X (4-59)

If this value exceeds maximum thrust, then the solution must be

modified. In the stratosphere It can generally be assumed that

MA T constazit
0

Equating maximuJm thrust and drag gives

MAX -I.I kW CD 0 .2) (4.60)

-he Snoiurtnn fnr a in tharefore

zYW2 IAXT 1 -t½2
o - S CD (4-61)

X-M25



Substitution of o into 0 gives

D SAXT 2 MAXT 1 S"NCo ) (4-62)
M a a 2 ~ 0

Cruise L/D is therefore

L M A•S ( 1  Asm2cC )1
D 2K 2 0 (4-63)

Thus, when the drag corresponding to MAX L/D exceeds the max thrust

available, the altitude is determined from Equation 4-61 and the

cruise L/D is defined by kquation 4.63. Note that LiD is constant

unless the aerodynamic coefficients or max T/O cbanges with altitude.

The range factor reduces to, for con.stant speed, SFC(M), and

stratospheric cruise,

V(L/D)MAX if MAX1 •.

VM xs x- 1 
I

MET- L5(-6-- ASH 2KcD 2 (4-64)( - .~

W
if MAXT < MAX(L/L)

Consider the sensitivity of altitude and range factor to aero-

dynamic parameters and engine performance.

Sen.ltyt, Prmmete*F fn1 t-ha rnnat'nnl- ;nxatI TraI,_t-nrv

There are two situations which must be considered, thrust greater

than or equal to the drig, and thnrst less than the drag. If the

4-53
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thrust is greater, ther Equations 4-58 and 4-59 hold whon it is

assumed thdt SFC is independent of altitude and cruise is in the

stratosphere. The total differentials of Equations 4-57 and 4-42

give

20 Cj 0o K

(4-65)

SCO dCDO dK

An increase in CLo (K) gives an increase (decrease) in h. The explana-

tion for this was presented in the sensitivity analysis of the first

problem on best cruise nerformance. If the mLxi~m thrust is less than

the drag corresponding to maximum L/D, then Equations 4-42 and 4-61

give

d ( X ) - SM2dCDo
dh - d K 1 2

2K 2 K AXT _

0 2

Id CD d

00

4-54 -622 689
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the total differential of RF tor constant V and W becomes

dR~.1 d C
-F - 1 A dCD- -S if MAXT > WD
RF 2  K CO SFC -;75

0

SddK dSFC C

2 K FC 2 kI'M - ~. x.SM 2C1)

if MAXT ?_< 1X(LID)

SdK dCLD0  d SF d () .Xo
SK SSCU + . S_ 2"

K =D < o MAXT
00 0

The sensitivity parameters are tabulated in Table 4-4.

An Application of the Constant Speed Cruise Solution

We will consider the supersonic cruise performance of the Super-

sonic Transport (SST). The cruise is in an atmospheric environment

which is 80 above that for a standard day at the same pressure altitude.

As a consequence, In the stratosphere the donsity-pressure relation

must be adjusted to the following

P Po.7542 o non standard sea level density
P0

The cruise Mach number is 2.62. A parabolic approximation to the drag

polar at M - 2.62 gives Co a, 0.0084 and K - 0.497. The reference
0

area is 7700 square feet. Minimum SFC shows negligible variation with

4-5 5- 2 0 7 9
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"TABLE 4-4

SEN•SITIVITY PARAhMETERS FOR CONSTANT SPEED CRUISE PERFORMAXCE

* NAXT

Variable SK Sco 5SFC

h -l/20 1/20 0 0

RF -1/2 -1/2 -0 0

MAXT < WiXi75

Variable SK ocD SSFC"S

hý -4I2 I-T MArXT
- SM2 CDO 2 A

PS 2o 2
Z); Rh -1/20 0 I•

"AXT k~4CO A .SM2CD~

-12 2 2 0A- SM2CD 0  -XSf

4-5
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altitude between 55,000 and 65,800 feet. The ratio of maxim=n thrust

to density ratio shows n*4llgible variation with altitude and is taken

as

? - 880,000

The maximum L/D solution for 8pecif~ed weights follows:

-LLD

644,370 0.0839 62,200 992,000 7.74

461,880 0.0609 68,800 992,000 7.74

SItice N/o exceeds MAXT/o, cz'uise can- not be at maximum L/D. The

solution for equal drag and maximum available thrust is required and

ist

644,370 0.0954 59,600 880,000 7.68

467,880 0.0704 66,000 880,000 7.55

The range factor is 7555 nautical miles using an average SFC of 1.527.

The comparison of the predicted results and the Boeing data are pro-

sented in Table 4-5.

Relative to the 6nsitivity analysis, a I0t increase in K gives

an altitude decrease of 99G feet (1/1 - 19,842 feet). A 10% increase

in Co0 gives an altitude decrease of 1170 feet. A 107. increase in

MAYTJrt pantilt-a in an altitude increase of 2160 feet. Relative to

62 0 7
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range facLor, a 10% increase in K, CD 0 , and MAXT/O results in a 5%

decrease, 5.9% decrease, and a 10.9% increase, respectively.

T!A.3LE 4-5

SUMMARY OF CONSTANT SPELD CRUISE PER.FORMANCE

W1 (pounds) 644,370 644,370 0

Mi a Mf 2.62 2.62 0

hi (feet) 59,600 59,500U 0.2

L/D 1  7.68 7.58 1.3

RFi (nautical miles) 7,705 7,586 1.6

Wf (pounds) 467,880 467,880 0

hf (feet) 66,000 65,600 0.6

L/Df 7.58 7.43 1.6

RFf (nautical miles) 7,555 7,398 2.1

X (nautical miles) 2,442 2,414 1.2

4-58
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SHMia of rho Cruite Perforan¢ce ProblMs

Four problems were studied In this chapter: optimal cruise

performance, beat cruise altitude for a specified speed, best cruise

speed for a specified altitude, and maximum endurance. In addition

to presenting the general approach for determining the graphical

solution to cruise performance problems, approximate analytical solu-

tions were developed. In general, the difference between the analy-

tical and generalised results was less than 3%. The biggest error

was in the estimation of the cruise altitude for the F4C assuming

the cruise waa in the troposphere. When the pressure/density rela-

tion for the sitratosphere was employed, the error was significantly

Sensitivity parameters were derived for the four problems. The

utility of ch•se parameters is that first-order variations in the

acrodynamic and engine performance characteristics were identified and

their effect on cruise performance was asseased.

4-59 •62 0 79
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SECTION V

DESCENT AND GLIDE PERFORMANCE

Problem Defiri; mon and Assuiptions

There are several problems of interest relative to descent and

glide performance. The distinction between descent atid glide is that

the former may ha-c engine power-or, whereas the latter corresponde

strictly to engine power-off. Specific problems considered in this

section are maximum glide flight path angle, minimum glide sinking

speed, maximun rarge for specified altitude drop, maximum endurance for

specified speed change, constanL angle-of-attack, and constant LID

glide trajectories. It .Ill be assumed throughout this section that

the flight path angle is small. Since

x = V cos I

h - V sin y

the approximate equations arc

x V (5-1)

h ,v (5-2)

it idi!] kiso he assumed that

h • •(5-3)

The change in the weight will assumed to be negligible, thus

5-1
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The acceleration is

(T B) 9 (5-4)

For constant speed, Equation 5-4 can be solved for y, i.e.,

y- ( - D) (5-5)

A further assumption is that tha a.9rodynamic polar can be approximated

by a parabolic polar

CD - CD 0  KCL2 (5-6)
0

Equation 5-6 will be employed in the analytical analysis but it is

unnecessary to the gerteual approach for solving the descent and glide

performance Froblems.

The previous equations form the set *f equations to be used in

solving the descent and glide performance problems. FAch problem will

be studied separately and addittonal assu=ptions introduced whenever

necessaryj.

Maximum Glide Path Angle

The thrust is zero for this problem. For a given speed and

weight, the approach for determining the maximwu glide path angle is

straightfrwart. Refer to Figure 5-1. The speed V* for maximum

glide flight path angle corresponds to maximum -D or equivalently,

minimum U. This, substituted into Equation 5-5, gives the maximum

glide flight path angle. Thus the solution can easily be obtained

by plottý ; -D versus V, selecting naaxitum -V (or minimum D), and

subbtituting into Equation 5-5 to detecmine msaimum y.

5-2
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-D

V*

Figure 5-1 -D Versus V

An approximate anilytical solution can also be obtained. It will

be assumed that the speed is constant as ar. the aerodynamic co-

efficients in Equation 5-6. From Equation 5-5 for T a 0

-DD(,
Y

WI

thus maximum y correspond~s to minimumin drag. Substitution of Equations

5-3 and 5-6 into the drag equation gives

vD - PSV2CD 0 . (5-8)

0 PV*

The maximum glide flight path angle correaspond to the speed for

minimum drag. Differentiating Lquamion d -6 witth n rospeua LUV aio

solving for the best glide speed V* for maximum y gives



v* - ) (5-9)

Consequently, for maximum glide path angle, the trajectory corresponds

to constant dynamic pressure, q, define.dt by

q - pV 2  W2

S CDo

Substitution of Equation 5-9 into Equation 5-8 gives

D - 2WW

Substitution into Equation 5-7 gives the maximum glide path angle y*

y* MAX y - - 2f (5-10)

Since

L 1

~D MAX~

Equation 5-10 becomes

1
y- (5.•) A -11)

Thus maximum glide path angle requires maximum L/D flight.

'rhe solution for the Mach number for maximum glide path angle is

pr-esented in Figure 5-2. 1aximum flight path angle is presented in

tigure M-3. an SAUmpiL, ADIumW

W/Cj S - 6000 pounds per square toot
0

h- a20,000 feat

(L/D)HAX 13l

5-4
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Fros Fig,:re 5-2

M* - 0. 542

From Figure 5-3

y* - -3.80

Relativq, to the sensitivity analysis, the significant parameters

are CD0, K, ani W/S. The variation of V* to changes in these

parameters is

dV dCI d(W/S)Sm . . . - ) , - -
V* 4 K CDo 2 W/S

s dK. dCD

"S K -i Do W/° -- wi /

where

SK m SC 1
0

Sw/s -1

Consequently, V* is twice as sonsitivý to changes In W/S as it is
to changes in K and CDo. Furthermore, an increase in K or VlS

rusults in an increase in V* while an increase in CD, decreases V*.

The sensitivity of maximum flight path angle to variations in

the parameter is

, ½, dCDo dK

'Y " -" o' 6 1 ' 8
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Substituting maximum LID gives

dy• ~dCDo d

Y 2 D. K

Thus, the change in y* is the same for both K and CDo and is pro-

portional to y*.

As an example of the application of the maximum glide path angle

solution, consider the F4C without external stores and engine power-

off. Neglecting the difference in the drag due to the engine-off

condition gives

CDC - 0.0157

K , 0.145

The variation of best glide Mach number, ?*, Is prevented in Figure

5-4. The maximum glide path angle is

y*- -5.5 degrees

A 10% increase in either CD, or K results in a change in y• of

dy*- -0.275 degrees

which is equivalent to a 5% change in y*.

The next problem to be addressed is the trajectory for minimum

glide sinking speed.

5-8 "fi2 6 9
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0.3
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Figure 5-4 F4C Mach Number for Maximum Glide Angle
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Minin'im Glide Sinking Speod Trajectory

Sinking speed Vs Is the negative of h. Hance, minimum sinking

speed is the same as maximum hL From Equations 5-2, 5-5, and Vs - -h

V (5-12)

In Figure 5-5, Vs as a function of V is presented.

W-constent

/

Minimum~
Drag

0 V* V

Figure 5-5 V Versus V
s



The minimum sinking speed is read directly from plots like that in

the previous figure. Figure 5-5 can also be used to determt.ne the

maximum flight path which was studied earlier. A line drawn tangent

to the V. curve and through the origin defines the maximum glide path

angle. Since

Vs D -Y

V w

maximum y corresponds to minimum Vs/V which is the tangent to the

curve. Consequently, V. versus V has more utility than 0 versus V

since the former gives solutions for both minimum sinking speed and

maximum glide path angle.

An _pproxim!-te enalyrilcl solution can be determined for minimum

sinking speed trajeztory. For constant W, the necessary condition

for minimum Vs in Equation 5-12 is

L- (VO) . 0av

As in the previous proble, assume a parabolic drag polar. Substi-

tuting the polar into the drag equation and then differentiating

Equation 5-12 gives the solutior for the speed V* for minimum sinking

speed

V* (5-13)
3p2 S 2CID0

Thus, the trajectory corresponds to constant dynamic pressure defined

by

q - ½ V2  
-

622 0 7

3S2 CDo
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The speed defined by Equation 5-13 is less than the speed, for minimum

drag. Thus the flight is at a speed which is on the back side of the

drag curve. This is an unstable situation since a disturbance in the

speed will result In the speed diverging from V* if no aerodynamic

corrections are applied.

Substitution of V* into D gives

D - 4W (,KCDo )'

Thus

D 4 KCD' 2 D MAX

Relative to the previous problem for maximum flight path angle, the

minimum sinking speed trajectory is slower by 24% and the dynamic

pressure is lower by 73%. Glide L/D is 429 of maximum L/D. Substi-

tution of V* into Equation 5-12 gives the minimum sinking speed

V 2 1 W (5-14)

(27) -(L-D) PSCDO

The relationship for best Mach number, M*, and minimum sinking speed

is presented In Figures 5-6 and 5-7 as functions of the parameters in

the problem. As an example, assume

h - 20,000 feet

W/CDoS - 6000 pounds/square foot

(L/D)u,,v - 15

Figure 5-6 gives approximately

M* - 0.412

5 -12 Z -2.96 62 079.;"i 8 5-12
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%N 
0 - -4, .

From Figure 5-7

Vs- 32 feet/second.

The sensLtlvitv of V* to changes in the parameters is

dV* I d 4L IdK j CD
v-S• 4 K CDo

dLK d CD~ S d MI/S'"S $K - " SDo CiD° -s

where

SK - SCO
0 4

-1

which is the same as for the maxlmu= flight path angle. The sensi-

tivity of miimium sinking speed to variations in the parameters is

dVs* I d(WjS) 1 dC~o 3 dK

V* 2" 4 CDo 4 1

d(W/S) K0 dir.

where

SLDO 4

SK

For Gqual changes in the parametera, K produceu the .argnst change

5-15 62 0 79



Lot us consider again the F4C for application of the previous

results. The aerodynamic characteristics and the weight are the same

as those in the previous problem. The Hach number for minimum sinkIng

speed, 14*, and minimum sinking speed Vs* are preset.ted in Figure 5-8.

A IOX change in K, CDo, or W/S results in a 2.5% increase, a 2.5%

decrease, and a 5% increase in V*, respectiveiy. The corresponding

changes in Vs* are 7.5% increase, 2.57 increase, and 5.0% increase.

MaximLm Range for Specified Altitude Dro

For problems relative to a specified altitude drop it is con-

veniei-t to treat the altitude h as the independent variable rather than

time. Combining Equations 5-1 and 5-2 gives

dX 1
dh y (5-15)

Equation 5-4 transforms to

SdV g

v 3 -1h (T -D) - g (5-16)

It the change in V is neglig!ble, Equation 5-16 reduces to

Y T-D (5-17)
w

Substitution into Equation 5-15 gives

dX W (5-18)

dh T-D

if )-•,gtio-n 'i..!R la ,r nmt-4 , anc t-ha trn4&rtf-n_- than It-c

integral yields the maximum range for a specitiod altitude drop.

5-16
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Figure 5-8 F4C Mach Number and Minimum Sinking Speed
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"Flor negligible change in the welghL &w-i -hrust, -axllmuw range resut ts

from minimum drag. Ontie approach to solving for the speed Is the same

as that used for determining "waximum flight path angle. Another

approach is illustrated in Figure 5-9.

jOptimal Descent
Speed

h2T-D

.'.• .•h.,

V

Figure 5-9 (T-D) /W Versus V

For selected altitudes, (T-D)/W is determined as a function of V.

The optimal descent schedule is the locus of speeds corresponding

to the maximum value of (T-D)/W. Substitution of maximum (T-D)/W

into Equation 5-18 and integrating gives the maxitn;-n range.

5-18
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An approximate analytical solution can be derived for this

problem. For a parabolic drag polarl

W W H L/D)MAX

Substitution into Equation 5-15 gives

dX1

h T 1 1

Integrating gives the maximun range solution X*

X* - Of -hi) -- (5-19)f L w MAX)~~

where hf and hi are the final and initial altitudes. The speed for

maximum range is presented in Figure 5-2. This follova from the

observation that the speed for maximum flight path angle and maximum

range are the same - namely, the speed corresponding to minimum drag.

The solution for maximum range is presented In Figure 5-10. As an

example assume

(L/D)MAX - 15

hi - hf - 5000 feot

Figure 5-10 gives

X*- 17.6 nautical miles

5-19
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The sensitivity of the best descent speed to changes in the

parameters Is the same as that for the maximum flight path angle.

The sensitivity of maximum X, X*, to variations in the aerodynamic

and engine performance characteristics is derivsd from Equation 5-19

dX* T C"o dK

WW Co

d/ ddCDo
" T/1W SK SCD Co

where

ST/vW
T 1

(L/D)MA

1

SK ,SCO - 2 (L753
T. 1

W (LD)MA

For descending flight the previous analysis Is restricted to situa-

tions vhere

W~ (L/D)M

It follows that

S'jlW > 0

SK w SCDn < 0

Consequently, an Increase in thrust gives an increase in X*. An

increase in K or Cjo results in a decrease in X*.
0
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As an example, consider an F4C aircraft operating at idle engine

power, starting at 20,000 feet, and ending at 10,000 feet. The wvight

is 30,000 pounds. The aerodynamic coefficients are the same as the

previous F4 problems. Idle engine power thrust is 500 pounds. The

maximum range is

X* - 20.9 nautical miles

The sensitivity parameters for range variatims are

ST/W - 0.537

SK " SCD - 0.768

CDo or K produces a bigger change in X* than the change produced by

d (T/W) .

Maximum Endurance for a Specified Altitude Drop

As in the 1irevious problem, it is convenient to treat altitude

_ , ........ ... . 5-2 t.-nsform. to

dh Vy (5-20)

If Equation 5-20 is optimal everywhere along the trajectory, then

integration gives maximum endurance. If the change in the speed is

negligible, then y is defined by Equation 5-17. Substitution into

dt W
dh v (T-D) (5-21)
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For negligible changes In the weight and thrust, maximum endurance

corresponds to minimum VD. This is the same as the minimum sinking

speed trajectory. The general approach is like that depicted in

Figure 5-5 for determining the best speed V*. Substituting V* into

Equation 5-21 and integrating gives maxlmum endurance.

An analytical solution can be derived when the assumption of

constant speed, thrust, and weight, and a parabolic aerodynamic polar

drag with constant coefficients is introduced. It was derivec. for

the minimum sinking speed trajectory that

4KW2'V*- 3Cop2S2-13)

Substitution into U gives

D m 4W F KCDo

which is independent of tha altitude. Substituting D and V* into

Equation 5-21 gives

•^ .2 k
( )~

dt 4KW7 P _
dh T 4JKC( 2

The density is related to the altitude by the following approximate

equation (Equation 4-42 in Section IV)

5-23
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Substituting Equation 5-23 into Equatioti 5-22 and integrating gives

maximum endurance, t*

( 3 CDoS2 )

2 . 4Kr2-
*t* - ~(p• Pf• ) _K-V- w__

T 1
H- 4xjKCDo

-r2l )2 2 1 (5-24)
- Vj~ V'* )L ~ LI)

The solution for best Mach number is presented in Figure 5-6. MAximum

enadurance is obtained from Figure 5-11. In Figure 5-11, T is defined

as

T2 cT 2 -

A- V W -3 (L/D)Ax (5-25)

Due to the presence of p in Equation 5-25, two different tropopauses

are identified in Figure 5-11. The curve which yields the higher value

of T corresponds to the top of the troposphere, whereas the other is

the bottom of the stratosphere. For trajectories which cross the

tropopause, the endurance time t* is made up of the time to reach the

tropopause (lower curve) plus the increment from the higher curve to

the final altitude. As an example, assume that the index number is

6, hi - 50,000 feet, and hf a 30,000 feet. From Equations 5-24 and

5-25, it follows that the maximum endurance solution is

t* Tf -Ti

5-24
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Froia Figure 5-11, the time to descend from 5O,000 feet to the tropo-

pause is

670 - 480 - 190 seconds

The time to descend from the tropopause to 30,000 feet ic

1120 - 990 - 130 seconda

The endurpeice is thev'efore

190 + 130 - 320 seconds

As an "oample of the application of Figure 5-11, consider the following

characteristics

W/CDS 0 S 4000 pounds/square foot

T/W - 0.02

hi 20,000 feet

hf- 10,000 toet

The following results are obtained from Figure 5-11

T, - 1500 seconds

Tf w 1760 seconds

t* - 260 seconds

Equation 5-25 gives

T1 - 1495 seconds

Tf a 1761 seconds

r* a 266 seconds

5-26
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The sensitivity of the change in the endurance to variations in

the parameters can be determined from Equation 5-25. Differentiating

this equation gives

dT dV T/W d (T/W)

T v T 2

(5-26)

I dCDo

+~ -

For descending flight the denominator is

T 2

W f (L/0)N

Aence, any spead other than V* reduces the endurance time. An increase

(decrease) in T/W increases (decre4ses) ondurance. An increase

(decrease) in either CDo ar K decreases (increases) endurance. Substi-

tution of V* from Equation 5-13 into Equation 5-26 gives

dT T/ (TW• l - 2/T T . - 2 T/w
w 43 (L/D)•14X

(5-27)

1 1 dCD0"(---) •- T 2 J 4 C~o
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For the application consider the F4C, the characteristics for

which were defined eirlier. Assume that

hi 20,000 feet

hf - 10,000 feet

The solutions for the endurance and the sensitivity parameters are

Vj* - 396.4 feet/second

Vf* - 336.5 feet/second

t* - 292 second&

ST/w -0.178

SCD W -0.839

SK . -0.339

The biggest iaprovement in endurance is by a decrease in CD,.

Maximuz Ra! go for Sp=ciied Speed Cha.ge

This prrblem differ!; from one of the previous problems, in that

tbe speed rather than the altitude is specified. Problems that fall

Into this category are supetsonic decelerations. k.ssuming thet the

flight part, saigle is approximately zero leads to the following com-

bination ot Equations 5-1 and 5-4

d V_

W

rth itrdwpezr-vant Yr:2ablY Is V. Die problem i: the determination of

the best alt~itude as a f'wiction• of spee4. If Equation 5-28 is optimal

L ~everywLere along the beat trajectory, ci•e integration gives nwaximum

r ange.

5-28
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In general both T and D are functions of altitude. For doscending

flight,

T'-D<0

Since V decreases with increasing time, it is convenient to introduce

the following linear transformation

u - V, - V

how u > 0, thus Equation 5-28 transforms to

dx V (5-29)
du ([)S(D-T)

Consequently, for maximum range, the altitude as a function of V or u

is eval.tated such that Equation 5-29 is maxist.a. This corresponds to

-'-3! .. - s I rd-' - -- t ..4 # de.o *a"f

a given altitude, weight, and engine throttle setting which mininlies

((D-T)/V. Tho sItu*tion is depicted in Figure 5-12. The optimal ape"a

V* for decelerating fi1lght is obtained by drawing a line through the

origin and tangent to the ([PT) curve. The relationship between

"altitu4o and ape. l Is obtained by varying the altitude and applying

Figure 5-12.

An. approximate analytical solution can be obtained as follows.

N4eglecting changes in 7, W, and the aerodynamic coefficients gives

"the necessary condition for V*

dv V

5-29
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0 V* V

Fieure 5--]2 Optimnal S~eed for Maximum Range

Substitution of a parabolic polar gives

P w-

C SV2 (L/D)"

Substitution Inito the drag queti'n yields

3
B 2 ri

V* ---- - ------- finymm1~t

to-drag rat~o. It w&.j4 s',., e&vllar LtAat. t's ailso' correspondsi to

tie 5ra-je tc2ry timra w'eiedn f rldv 61ai um R an pe .
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Equation 5-28 becomes, for maximu'n range,

dX .- V

dV g( T 2

Using average values of T and (JID)Ha over the speed range from VI

to Vf gives che following solution for maxi•tm range

'- X* " V,2 _ Vf2 -'

"2g( - )
4 3 (L/*D)Kx

V1 and Vf are the Initial and final speeds respectively. The solu-

"tion for X(V), defined by

x(v) 2g .. . .. T0-30)

is presen'ed In Figure 5-,3. The optimal decelsra4tion range, X*, is

obtained fro•n

-* XQVO~ - iVf)

As an example, consider the follovwng characteristics

-/W - 0.05

(L/D')IX- 8

V1  2000 feet per second
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From Figure 5-13

X(Vi) - 109 nautical miles

X(Vf) = 28 nautical miles

"Therefore

X* - 81 nautical miles

The sensitivity of t~ho maximum range to changta in the parameters

is

OX* 1I (dK d CID TdýT/Wx* 2 -A Z •-~x •
/-32 (L/0) X Co

./73* (LID))HAXW

a• c d(T/W)X ,z - C , So -F • Si T" W

where SKi SCDoq and ST/W are the sensitivity parameters. For the

previous example, the sensitivity parameters are

Sy a SC 0  a 00.765

ST/W - 0.530

Consequently, a decrease of I In K or CDo results in a bigger

improvement in X than a 1% Increase in T/W would Achieve.

The significant point about this problem is that the descent and

deceleration should follow a trajectory close to 87% of maximum lift-

to-drae ratio.
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Constant A•-le-of-Attack Didurance PerforMcnce

r problem of Interest in this section is the decalarating

performance of a supersonic glider. It no longer suffices to assume

Lhat the change In the speed is negligible. The purpose is to do-

-,lop an approximate relationship between endurance and the parameters

in the problem.

The general approach involves the Integration of the longitudinal

and normal accelerations and the differential. equation for the time-

rate-of-change of altitude. Given the initial conditions and the

controls, it is then straightfo.rward as far as determining a trajec-

tory. The sensitivity of the trajectory characteristics to changes

in the parameters can be determined by rerunning a trajectory computer

program. Unfortunately, it may be difficult to determine a relation-

ship between a trajectozy performance variable and the aircraft

characterisdics. Thus an approximate formulation is sought if it can

lead to the desired bt%t unknown relationship. We turn our attention

to such a derivation.

The governing equation is

v a -g D/w (5-31)

Engine power-off is certainly appropriate here. The assumption of

negligble y relative co D/W does not generally hold everywhere

along the trajectory. Thus the following analysis is restricted to

portions of a trajectory where D/V is mrch greater than y

5-34
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W71.

The specific problem to be addresged here is the evaluation of

the endurance at or above a given speed where the aerodynamic control

corresponds to a constant anglo-of-attack. It will be assumed that

the aerodynamic drag polar is parabolic and the lift coefficient vnries

linearly with angle-of-attack. For constant weight, Equation 5-31

becomes

d-- -g 2  22(- +C ) (5-32)

where Cl. is the lift curve slope and c. is the aerodynamic angle-of-

attack. Since V is the independent variable and t the dependent

variable, Equation 5-32 becomes

dt - 2W (5-33)
dV pgSV2 (CDe KC 1• ? O)

If the density is known in terms of V and likewise the aerodynamic

coefficients, then Equation 5-33 can at least be integrated numerically.

To derive an analytic solution for endurance, It will be assumed that

average values can be selected for p, CDC, K, and CL. It should be

clear that care must be exercised whenever this is done. Equation

5-33 is integrable, the solution for the maximum endurance above a

specified speed Vf is t*

Vf VIt* (5-34...

PgS (CD -Vek IC

where a bar over a parameter or variable Genoris average value anmt

Vi )a the initial speed.
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Rewriting Squatian 5ý34 gives

2( -i V I
1 1 (5-35)

where

Equation 5-35 shows that for constant angle-of-attack t is linear with

respect to ving loading W/S. Consequently, the variation in endurance

time is equal to fthe change in wing loading. Let

Ur

t(V) N- ,
Vpg CDs

Maxia-m endurance is therefore

t* - tkVf) - t(V 1 )

"Tho solution for t(v) is presented in Figure 5-14. NuLu -LI i-

scale oi t(V) is logarithmic.

As an example, the endurance according to Equation 5-35 was com-

pared with the result obtained from the integration of the differential

r equations of motion. The initial Mach nkvaber was 4.4 and the final

Mach number was 3.0. The attitude varied between 97,000 and 108,000

feet. The angle-of-attack was 12 degrees. The density corresponding

to the average of these two altitudes was used. The average values

for C)oO, K, and CIU were 0.034, 1.164, and 0.015, respectively.

5-36
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The wing loading was 30 pounds per square foot. Equation 5-35

resulted In an endurance of 96 seconds, uhareas the integration of

the equations of motion gave 85 seconds. Thus, Equation 5-35 gives

a representative answer for endurance.

The sensitivity of the endurance to variations in the parameters

is

dt* d(W/S) dCD
t* W'•- ¢

Consequently, the endurance changes in direct proportion to the

increase in W/S (CD).

For the last problem, the glide is at constant L/D rather than

constant angle-of-attack.

Constant LID Endurance Performance

Thc problem here is the same as the previous problem except that

the aerodynamic control corresponds to constant L/D ratio rather than

aerodytiamic angle of attack. The gineral approach is the same as

before, the exception being in the control.

For the approximate formulation, Equation 5-31 holds. For

constant Li/D and L- , Equation 5-31 becomes

dV Dd- -g -

Tt 9 L

or

I L
TV g-D
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Integrating gives endurance

t - i (VI - Vf) (5-36)
gO

Equation 5-36 shows that endurance varies linearly with L/D. Thus the

change in endurance is equal to the change in L/D.

For an example, the characteristics of the previous probL-- result

in a L/D ratio of 2.51. The endurance at or above a Mach number equal

to 3.0 is 108 seconds. It should be pointed out that a comparison with

85 seconds (the integration of the equations of motion) does not apply

since this solution corresponded to a constant angle-of-attack control.

Summr.. of the Dascf-nt ard Q_ Ldd Perforimancc Problems

Seven problems were studied in this section. Approximate analyti-

cal solutions were derived for all of the problems. For those problems

where the aerodynamic control was free, it was establishad that the

optimal trajectories correspond to either maximum lift-to-drag ratio

or the aerodynamic control which corresponds to minimum saiking speed.

In addition, the sensitivity of the performance was determined in terms

of changes in the aircraft parameters.
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SECTION VI

TURNING FPFRMOANCE

PLoblem Definition and Assumptions

Although turning performance is generally studied in a horizontal

plane, it is of equal importance for both ascending and descending

flight. For example, heading changes after takeoff are representative

of ascending turns. Altitude changes during holding patterns above

airports involve descerding turns. In addition, heading changes for

final approach to landings are descending turns.

For a point mass assumption, i.e., the mnss is concentrated at the

center of mass, six differential equations hold. These equations in-

volve the speed V, the flight path angle y, the heading angle (, and

three position coordinates. The six state variables are presented in

Figure 6-1 where point P is th. center of mass.

V

IY

Figrý_6-1Stae 1Vriale

/ R

//

Figur• 6-I State Variables
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The differential equations are as follows;

Sg ( - 2 - sin y) (6-1)
W W

- 1 . s in CL) t (6-2)
V W W con y

V L ( # I sin ) cos 0- cos y J (6-3)

x - V cos y cos a (6-4)

y m V coo y sin a (6-5)

- V sin y (6-6)

The load factor n is defined as

L T•+ sn
W W

Substitution into Equations 6-2 and 6-3 gives

S n sin 0 (6-7)

V coo y

y -! (n Cos 0- cos y) (6-8)
V

An additional variable of interest is the radius of turn. In a

horizontal plane the radius of turn is R. where

O " l(6.9)

and IQ is the absolute value of 0 . In the vertical plane the radius

uf IuAi i5 wherc

62-2
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Ry "I- (6-10)

and jyI is the absolute value of y.

It is easily shown that at the same speed and maximum allowable

load factor a faster turning rate can be achieved in the vertical

plane than in the horizontal plane. As a consequence, R. is greater

than Ry. In the vertical plane if 0 -TT the lift and weight component

are additive, hence

IyI• - (n + •Cos y)

In the horizontal plane

yy - .o (6.11)

and it follows that

cos - /nMA (6-12)

Substitution into Equation 6-7 gives

IMAX " MAX (6-13)

Since

n~4 /~X~cMAX >~ > 2MAX~

it follows that at the same speed

''IMA7A

Therefore from Equations 6-9 and 6-10

R6 
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Optimal Turning in the Horizontal Plane

Turning capability is constrained by the maximum allowable load

factor. Maximum load factor as a function of Mach number Is

Illustrated in Figure 6-2.

STRUCTURAL LIMIT

AERODYNAMIC I
i-. LI, ,T

max

N N

;.-M M
C

Figure 6-2 Maximum Allowable Load Factor

Mc corresponds to the corner speed and is defined as the intersection

between the asrodynamic limit and the structural limit. For level

flight performance, Mc and the structural load factor limit yield

minimum R,, maximum Q•, and maximum bank angle. For level flight

turning performance Equations 6-11 through 6-13 hold. Thus, above MH

the radical tn t•quu1oi& 6-13 is constant but V iiicreasea; thus
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maximum lol decreases along the structural limit. Along the aerody-

namic limit nMA is related to maximum lift coefficient CL,,, by

nAX = $2 (6-14)

Substitution Into Equation 6-13 gives

Psv2c 2I1.I. - & (-,. ) - 1 (6-15)
V 2W

Clearly nMAX must be greater than or equal to one fnr real .

Consequently, along the aerodynamic limit 161MX increases with

increasing V and the maximum value occurs at the corner speed. Thus.

is maximum at the corner speed. From Equations 6-9 and 6-13

v2

R " (6.16)

Along the structural limit R. is minimum at the corner speed. Along

the aerodynamic limit Equations 6-14 and 6-16 give

V
2

ft -s~c (6-17)
R0 Is c, 2

g ( ~2W -

Along the aerodynamic limit It decreases with increasing V, hence the

corner speed yields minimum R,,. Finally maximum bank angle. 0, occurs

along the structural limit. This conclusion follows directly from

Equation 6-12.

6'5 6L2-Z6 9
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The next four problems concern sustained level flight turning

performance. This infers that the speed, the flight path angle, and

the turning performance variables - n, R., 0, and o do not change with

time. The engine throttle setting is also fixed. First, the general

case wilt be constdored and then the special case of a parabolic drag

polar wilL be addressed. Since the speed Is constant and y - 0,

Equation 6-1 requires that

T=D (6-18)

Equation 6-3 requires that

cos 0 - I/n (6-19)

Equation 6-2 beconces upon substitutiGn of Equation 6-19

(6-20)

The radius of tuni is

V V (6-21)

The drag Is defined as

D 1 - pSv 2 C0  (6-22)

The drag coefficient CD is a fumctlon of altitude, Mach number, and

lift coefficient, CL. The lift coefficient is related to n through

n 2W (6-23)

2W

6-6
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Given the speed and altitude, CD it obtained from Equations 6-18 and

6-22. CL is determined from the relation between CL, CM, K, and
L--___.

altitude. Finally, n is derived from Equation 6-23. Thus n as a

function of V for r a D is like that illustrated in Figure 6-3.

Superimposed on Figure 6-3 are the aerodynamic and structural limits.

In

Vn*

Figure 6-3 Sustained Level Flight Load Factor

[.
Data like that in Figure 6-3 identifies n* and the speed for optimal

n, Vn*. Maximum bank angle • is obtained from Equation 6-19

-1

J - cos (l/n*)

Relative to turning rate, substitution of the relation between n

and V into Equation 6-20 gives 0 as a function of V. The result Is

presented in Figure 6-4.

6-7 QZ'-6 9
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0*

T-D

0V

I>

* V
0

Figure 6-4 Sustained Level Flight Turning Rate

The global maximum sustained value for the turning rate, 0u, and the

corresponding opttmal speed V-.*, are indicated. This solution is
C

correct if the value of n corresponding to a is interior. If not,

C* is constrained by the maximum allowable load factor.

Substitution of Equation 6-20 into Equation 6-21 gives

I'2

R " ' (6-24)

g mT

The relation betweer, n and V when substituted into Equation 6-24 gives

data like that in Figure 6-5. As before, the value of n corresponding

to minimum R. must be comp&red with the constraints on maximum allow-

able load factor. Presentations like the data in Figures 6-3 through

6-5 along with the maximum allowable load factor identify optimal

values for the load factor, bank angle, turning rate, and turning radius.
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|VR

rigure 6-3 Sustained Level Flight Turning Radius

We now turn our attention to the special case of a parabolic

aerodynamic polar. The aerodynamic r*Latlon is

CD) ,, (o + K CL2

where Co antd K are assumed Lo biZ contant. SubsL..- g £qatln

6-18 and 6-23 gives

nPS ( I. svZC (6 -2 )
"W - J2KL 2

Substitution Into Equation 6-20 gives

S- . , (Ti- SV2Cr, I . I (6-26)

"V 2KWZ

6-9
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The relation for is shown In Equation 6-21, and can be rewritten

thus

[t Vz/~ - (T - PSV 2C)l (6-27)

Equations 6-25 through 6-27 and

cos 0 - l/n

define the relationships between the turning performance variables, the

speed, the altitude, and the aircraft characteristics. Hereafter, it

will be assumed that the aerodynamic coefficients and the thrust are

independent of speed. The problems wnich will be addressad are the

deri'~to~'nF t~lo cnoowio W hir WVIr"fe. nl An (Y an!P finlnflflistC I9

It is easily shown that the speed vhinh maximizes n, V n is

Vn (6-28)

PSCD)0

The global maximum value of n, n*, is

n*- (6-29)

W D MAX

iWhether or not this is a feasible solution is dependent upon whether

or not V and n* are interior to the aerodynamic and structural limits.

It should be pointed out that there is an alternate way for deriving

Equation 6-29. From the definition of n and T D, it follows that

L LT

W DW
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Thus the maximum value of n is

LT

V

which reduces to Equation 6-29 if the thrust is independent of speed.

The relation between n*, LID, and 'T/W is presented in Figure 6-6,

Maximum bank angle is determined directLy from

cos *- 1/n*

and is presented in Figure 6-7.

The speed which maximizes •, Vý* Is

~~qustW 1o -6tegoa a muvlefr0 (6-30,.0. W. -25 CDo0

which is recognized as the speed for maximum L/D. Substitution into

• ~~Equation 6-2.6 gives the global maximum value forO)o

,L, LwY ( -)1 A1

Maximum sustained turning rate Is presented in Figure 6-8.

For minimum R., q, the optimal speed, VR* is

R* (6-32)

R - W/g PCLOS ( ) ) ( ) -1 (6-33)D W 0 MAY.

Minimum radius of turn is preuented in Figure 6-9.
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(I)MAX

100

20

s10
805

(DEG)

20 /- - -I

0I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

T / W

Figure 6-7 Maximnum Sustained Bank An~gle for Level Flight
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Relative to the optimal speeds derived previously, it can be

easily shown that at the same altitude

,Vn - . . (642*)

The equality follows from

cos /* = l/n*

From Equations 6-28 and 6-30

Vn* 2 T/OSCDo(-) -
V. 2W Fi

PS \CDO

W D MNAX

From Equation 6-29 and n* > 1 for level flight turnin, Itt follow&

that

.
V .

From Equations 6-30 and 6-32

2 KD(re_) = . _T ( ) >

pST

Therefore

V.- > V..

In Equation 6-34 strict equality holds if n* i. Thls corresionda to

the subsonic ceiling.
S6-16 _• :" 008



Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the turning performance variables to changes

in the aircraft characteristics is presented in Table 6-1 where

h S~ s dW/CDoSd T/W Tlw ÷s/ L ,'D --/ h h S•/cIoS W/Cj)oS

and i is the relative change in the turning performance variable

(e.g., dn*/n*). The sensitivity parameters ST/W and SL/D for the bank

angle, turning rate, and radius of turn are presented in Figures 6-10

through 6-12. The conclusion to be drawn from these data Is that an

increase in L/D relative to an equal increase in T/W results In an

equal change in n* or A* an increase in o*, &ad a decrease in R0 •.

T1hus, for sustained level flight turning performance tne biggest

improvements result from an increase in maxmurn L/D ratio.

Level Flight Accelerating and Decelerating Turnial Performance

We present here only the general theory of nonsteady state level

flight turning performance. Tne analytical derivation of the trajec-

tory is beyond the scope of this effort and will be presented in

Volume II. Refer to Figure 6-13 which is the same as Figure 6-3.

Interior to the maximum allowable load factor are the two regions

T < D and T >) D. The curve T - D was exa-ined earlier and is the

constant speed situation.

There are three situations which require examiration. They all

depend upon the initial speed, load factor, and bank angle. From

Lquations 6-1 and 6-3 for level flight
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tArBLE 6-1

SUSTAINED LEVEL FLIGHT TURNING PERFORMANCZ SENSITIVITY PARAMETERS

Variable ST S s__.Sh 0

n* 1 0 0

14* 1/ =- 1 sec-l n* ST/W/ 0 0

n* 2n*-I 1 -h1_

2(n*oi) 2(n*.-) 2 2

______ 2n~-"n*2 n 2*'2" 1 •

W D Ma'
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T - (6-35)

n cos - 1 (6-36)

Consider first the situation whero the initial point corresponds

to point A in Figure 6-13.

nI •- C T D

ST>-5D T " -"D-

V

Figure 6-13 Accelerating and Decelerating Turning Performance

"Since T < 0, V < 0 from Equation 6-35. Consequently, the speed

decreases until the curve I D O is reached at point A'. Point A' is

a stable point in that a perturbation in the speed will result in

the speed returning to the point A'. Also, along A - A' n and

6-22
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If point B represents the initial state, then T > D and > ) 0.

Therefore, the speed increases until the curve T - D Is reached. The

point B' is also stable. The load factor and bank angle arc constant

along B - B'.

When point C represents the initial state, the trajectory corres-

ponds to the path C - C' - C". Since T < D at point C, V '" 0 and the

speed decreases at constant P and n until point C' is reached. Since

point C' is on the aerodynamic limit and T < D, the speed decreases

along the aerodynamic limit untij point C" is reached. On the aero-

dynamic limit both 0 and n decrease as V decreases. Point C" is

unstable since a perturbation in the speed causes the speed to move

away from C". It the perturbation is positive, T • D and the speed

increases until the curve T - D is reached. If the perturbation is

negative the speed decreases with a stall occurring.

Thus, Figure 6-13 illustrates the sequence of events for level

flight turning maneuvers.

Turning Performance for Constant Speed and Flight Path

The analysis here has application to both ascending and descending

flight. Since the speed and flight path angle are constant, Equations

6-1 and 6-3 give

.T - D sin y (6-37)

n cos 0 = cos y (6-38)

S........ t-I, the th",,t '•-1 mailntaina constant soeed while load

factor and bank angle maintain constant flight path angle. The thrust

6-23
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for ascending and descending flight Is different due to the difference

in the sign for the flight path angle.

Since the flight path angle and speed are constant, from Equations

6-2 and 6-37 the heading angular rate is also constant

S=g n sin •(-9
1 - (6-39)V Cos y

Consequently, Equations 6-39, 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6 are integrable

a - 00 V Lt n sin -
V Cos Y

o M V- cos Y (sin a - sin 00)

Y " Yo * V cos y (cos oo - cos a)

Z - :o + Vt sin y

vhere subscript zero implies initial value. Clearly, the trajectory

Is a helix. The radius of the trace of the trajectory In the x-y

plane, R., is

VRO " u- cos y

This reJuces to the radius of turn Equation 6-9 for horizontal turns.

By eliminating the load factor by means of Equation 6-38, the

following equations result

cos yn

Cos0

6 V2

6co y cot 8

62 0 0 8



At - V cot

ah - At * V sin y

where at, Ap, ah are the changes in the time, heading angle, and

altitude during the turn. The variables are presented in Figures 6-14

through 6-17. In Figure 6-17, the sign for y and 1Ah is negative for

descending turns.

The sensitivity of the tun-ing performance variables to changes

in y, j, and V are presented in Table 6-2 where
dV d (.q)

Sy dy + So d lb S V "L . Sao

and A is the change in a performance variable (eq. dn/n).

TABLE 6-2

ASCENDING .AND DESCENIDING TURNING PERFORMANCE SENSITIVITY PARAMIEghRS

Variable SSy

-tan y tanf) U O

Ro -tan y -csc 2 0 2 0

2

At0 - cs C

Ah cot y -csc2 2 1

6-25 - t 2, 2
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Summary of the Turnir. Performance Problems

Analytical solutions were derived for constant speed and constant

flight path angle trajectories. In addition, sensitivity parameters

were determined for these problems. The situation wherein acceleration

or deceleration occurs during a horizontal turn was discussed but no

solutlon %as derived.

Ii
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SECTION VII

LANDING PERFORKANCL

I-robles Derinition and Asslaptions

As was the case with takeoff performance, the design of an air-

craft can be influenced greatly by the requirement to land the aircraft

in a given distance. In many of the aircraft today the field length

required to land the aircraft approaches the field length required for

takeoff. The two main factors which influence the landing field length

are the speed at which the aircraft approaches and the braking capa-

bility of the aircraft once it is on the ground. The lower che

approach speed and the higher the retarding force on the ground the

shur~er wil a .h fle- A-t '-., !cd t-o the l *,'e.- --

and faster aircraft being designed with sophisticated flap and spoiler

systems.

The determ!nation of the landing field length is handled in much

the same way as the takeoff. The landing Is made in two plbases - the

approach over the obstacle with a flare to touchdown and the ground

roll to a full stop. The field length is defined as the distance from

the obstacle height: to a full stop on the runway. Figure 7-1 illus-

trates the definition of the landing field length.

The calculation of the landing flare and ground roll is made with

the assumption that there is no wind and the aircraft is in a steady

state approach toward the obstacle. Military and civilian ground rules

CLu !*AUtd£&81 A. £-a Lw. 5 ..a-6' =----- -------- tthclv--

lated field length be increased by a constant percuntage to account for
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F1t.LD LELNGTHI - A+B=C

VAPP

I FULL
OiýSTACLL FL

""TDTIi Di STOP

Fipure 7-1 Definition of Landing Field Length

variations in runway conditions, aircraft braking, efficiency, and

pilot technique. For example, the Federal Aviation Agency landing

field length requirement is defined as the calculated landing distance

to a full stop over a 50-foot obstacle multiplied by the constant

1.667. In determining landing field length requirements the engineer

rmust be knowledgeabl.e of the appropriate regulations which apply to

his aircraft.

Meh~olox

The calculation of the landing dlstr-.,;t 41l. oe handled I.. .wo

phases. The phases are the distance for tho apprc.ich over the obstacle

with the flare and the ground z'oll dist4n=.

7-26 1 00



The approach and flare will be the first to be considered. The

distance covered in this portion is the distance from the given

obstacle height to the point of touchdown. The approach is made at

a steady state glide slope at an approach speed determined by the

approach CL. The equation for approach speed Iss

J2w/s
VAPP W- (7-1)

The approach CL is determined from aerodynamic characteristics of the

aircraft in the landing configuration and established under military

or civilian ground rules. For example, HIL-C-5011A specifies that

the approach speed shall be at least 12iO* of the power-ulE aL4ll apced

for the landing configuration. For this case the approach CL would be

'LAPP 1.44 - (7-2)

The aircraft attitude during approach should be stich that the main gear

will be the first point of contact with the runway. If the angle of

attack at the approach CL is such that the aircraft tall will strike

the ground, then the CL should be reduced to allow ground clearance.

To be conservative the ground clearance is usually checked with the

struts compressed.

Equation 7-1 would then give the speed at the obstacle height to

- .!..•ti e'f the dita-nnca to touchdown. This distance can be

determined by exsmining Figure 7-2.

S621008
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Co -Y-

y/2

/ Y/

-4-

Figure 7-2 Approach and Flare Distance for Landing

The di6tance (SA) from the obstacle to touchdown is defined as;

SA HOB ay R tan y/2 (7-3)

tan Y

The glide path angle (y) is usually very small. Therefore, we can say

that the tan y o sin y s y radians. The distance from the obstacle to

touchdown is then

SA M HB # R y/2 (7-4)Y

If we assume an obstacle height of 50 feet which is standard for m.ili-

tary and civilian ground rules, we can write Equation 7-4 to be

SA - . R y/2 (7-5)
Y

7-4
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p To solve Equatlon 7-5 we must determine wxpressions for y and R in

terms of known aircraft parameters and forces.

"For the steady state approach the sum of the forces parallel to

the fligt~t path is

"aD T W sin Y (7-6)

and the sum of the forces perpendicular to the flight path is

L a W cos y (7-7)

Solving Equation 7-6 for sin y and Equation 7-7 for cos y and dividing

gives

sin y - tan y (7-8)

cos y L

For small angles and steady state conditions tan y o y radians end

L - W, therefore

Y T/ (7-9)

The acceleration normal to the flight path needed to flare is attained

by re%:sting the aircraft to a slightly higher CL defined as C. The

lif•: torce is then

L'- CL I oV2S (7-10)

TIhe to.rce norlal to the flight path Is

FN - L'- W cos y L - W (7-Wi)

6-2O -9iN



During the steady state approach and glide the lift force Is

1 pV2 S (7-12)L - CLAPP T

and can be assumed equal to the weight. If we set Equation 7-12 equal

to the weight and divide Equation 7-10 by 7-12 the result is

U, '

or

L f-CL (7-13)

CLApP1

This es.qumes that the velocity (V) is essentially constant. Substi-

tuting Equaticon 7-13 Into Equaticn 7.41 the result is

- CL'
"FN W -------- W a W ( CL--. 1)

CLAPP CLAPP

but

n - L'/W - CL'/CL

where n is defined as the load tactor. Therefore,

FN " W (n-1) (7-14)

The acceleration normal to the flight path Zor the flare Is

aN V dy (7-15)
dt

7-6
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and from the relation of angular velocity to the corresponding linear

velocity

V - -Y
dt

therefore,

dt R (7-16)

Substituting Equation 7-16 into 7-15 gives

V2

an R- (7-17)

The normal force to the flight path is

FN ma - aN (7-18)

Substituting Equation 7-14 and 7-17 into Equation 7-18 gives

W (n-I) W V
g R

Solving for R gives

V2

R to g (n-1) (7-19)

From Equation 7-10

V2 L 2
$ S CL'

and

L n W

7-7
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Therefore,

R 2 W (7-20)

R PSCL'g (n-1)

Substituting Equation 7.20 and 7-9 into Equation 7-5 gives

SA. 50 vP • --
S4 I T 2 PSCL'g (n-0)

but,

CL n CLA-P

Therefore, the distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle in terms of air-

craft parameters and approach conditions is

A " 1 _-T p (_ (7-21)( i7 " ) CL•pg (n-i)

The stopping distance after touchdown (SG) can be determlned in

the same way as the takeoff in Section I1. To be conservative we can

assume th,-t the touchiown speed is equal to the approach speed and that

the derotation is instantaneous. The velocity (V) and acceleration (a)

at any time are defined as

- dS a - dV
dt dt

or

dV
dS V dt and dt a-

a

Therefore,

dY
dS -V (7-22)a

7-821 008



Assuming the no-wind condition, the ground stopping distance is definrod

as
0

S £ • -(7-23)

where V - touchdown speed.

Figure 7-3 showv the forces acting on the vehicle during the

braking portion of the grountd roll.

L

Ff

J

Fipurv 7-3 Forces Acting oi, the Aircraft for the Cround
Ro!l

To solve Equation 7-23 an expression for acceleration (a) in terms of

aircraft parameters must be determined. The stopping frictional force

(Ff) between the runway and the tires is defined as

Ff - . 14 N p (W - L) (7-24)

7-9
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The external force acting on the vehicle is

Fa- ma - Y a (7-25)

The remaining forces are lift (L), drag (D), thrust (T), and weight (W).

By summing the forces acting on the aircraft parallel to the direction

of motion the result is

T - D- (W -L) -

Solving for (a) gives

a - sL (T.• ) .(D L

Substituting tiie definition for lift (L) and drag (D) which are

L - CL qS and D - CL qS

the expression for (a) becomes

a w g[ (n-i') -q (C - CL)] (7-26)

Substituting Equation 7-26 into 7-23 gives the expression for the

ground roll distance (SG).

0

Sr T V d V _ (7-27)
VM gL( -) - (CD - 9 CL) I

Equation 7-27 can now be solved by numerical integration to give

~~h~gr'--'--'t'e M Unt.v.rin fn-" t-h& wmrnonae of rpreliminarv

design, assumptions can be made to give an analytic %.pression for

7-10
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the grand roll distance. Those essir-ptiorns are that CD - CDG,

CLG, and the thrust are all conZtant.

Substituting the expression for q, Equation 7-27 may be written

0

SG - I VdV (7-28)
TD [((72CO C)L)

Equation 7-28 can then be reduced to the form

0

SC - A J V d V (7-29)
TO -B 2 . V2

where B4 ari A aro defined as

T

-2 -S - -C 2  (7-30)

A - - (7-31)
2W (CDG - I CjG)

C2 is the parameter used in the takeoff calculation,

Equation ?-29 can be written

VdV

SG - A J •2 Vd

0 B2 qV 2

and integratirtg gives the an.lytical expression

n B2  2

SG - 2 n-32)

7-11



As.suming that V M VAp, Equations 7-1, 7-30, and 7-31 can be substi-

tuted into Equation 7-32 to give a generalized solution fcr the ground

roll. The results of this procedure are presented in Figures 7-4, 7.5,

and 7-6. Figure 7-4 presents the approach speed as a function of known

aircraft parameters and altitude. Figures 7-5 and 7-6 give the ground

roll In terms of known aircraft parameters and altitude. In Figure 7-6

" VM is equal to VR.

Another approach for determining the ground roll is based upon the

assumption of average acceleration. This leads to a simple form for

the ground roll that can be solved very quickly. In Equation 7-26 we

can see that if the aerodynamic coefficients, thrust, and P arR

fairly constant, the acceleration will vary with the speed squared.

This is illustrated in Figure 7-7.

The average acceleration (Z) will then be (&I + a2)/2 and the

average speed squared is defined as being at this point. Writing this

term in equation form we geo

V_2 . o I
2 2

Solving for V gives

S= - 0.707 V (7-33)
2 II-I

Equation 7-26 can then be written as an average constant acceleration

where q and T are evaluated at V.

7-12 "'226 9 .62 1 o0o8
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Figure 7-7 Acceleration Vs. Velocity Squared

With a constant acceleration Equation 7-23 can be integrated and

written

SG * I(7-35)

i1 tarws O 02 "a AG !-.- d inn

7-31, respectively, Equation 7-35 would be

A V.1D2  (7-36)
SG - 2 (2 

6)

The results obtained in Equatlons 7-35 and 7-36 ar* in excellfit

agreement with those obtained in Equation 7-32.
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Situations where drag devices, such as drag chutes, flaps,

Rpoilers, and thrust reversers are employed can also be handled using

Figure 7-6. These problems are handled as follows. If dr&g chutes

are used, they are released at some time after touchdown. Assuming

average accelerations gives the following equation

VCH o.1

SG " .VdV 4V

V T a VCH a2

where 1I' F2 are average accelerations over each interval and VCH is

the speed at which the chute is deployed. Chute deployment is assumed

to be instantaneous. The speeds at which a1 and a;2 are evaluated are

V W Cii

2

2
V2  " VCH

Integrating gives

s CH I( v-V 1 CH
1 2 82 2

Substituting A and B, appropriately defined over each interval, and

rearranging the resulting equation gives

A. V! , 2 .v^. .V2 A- u_2

SG2 .2 - . 2nL (7-37)

2 LC~' 22c*r ' VJ
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For this example a, and B2 would be the same. A, and A2 differ by the

increase in the chute drag. Comparison shows that the first and third

terms are like Equation 7-36. Consequed, y, Figure 7-6 can be used

directly where

vi a 4 V3  - ý v M for the first: part

V -- V2 - VCH for the third part

The second term is different from Equation 7-36 since VT does not

appear in the numerator. But fcr practical problems VmD can be dropped

from the second term since its contribution is negligible. Thus the

second term is similar to Equation 7-36 except for the factor two. The

contribution from this term to SG can be obtained from Figure 7-0 with

Vi n VCH but it must be multiplied by two. As an example, assume the

following values

BI2 = B2 - 2.1 x 10 6

Al - 1.2 x 105

A2 - 0.36 x 1O0

VWD - 300 feet/second

VCH - 250 feet/second

Let subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to the first, second, and third parts

in SG. Now

VI - ý-1.525 107 for the first part

VR - 250 for the second and third parts

7-18 621o
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From Figure' 7-6

SG, - 420U feet

SG2 - 1700 fast

SG3 - 500 feet

Substitution into Equation 7-37 gives

SG - 4200 - 2(1700) + 500

- 1300 feet

With no drag chute, the ground run would be based upon VR - 300. The

ground run for this case is 2300 feat.

For thrust reversers the situation is different from the previous

case. As art example, the thrust reverser is engaged after touchdown

at speed VCH and disengaged at speed VCH 2 before zero speed is

reached. This Is to prevent foreign injection into the inlet. The

reoation for ground run is as followas

VCH l VCH2

S( V. £ VdV* +£ VdV
VTD a1  VCH 1  i2 VCH 2  43

Integrating, as before, gives

l2 a 2  2 293

where a,, P2, a 3 are also computed in the same way as in the previous

7-19
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Substituting A and B gives

2 2 " V2 2 2

SG- T6 )i 22.vc 'VC Vl: VC4 * Vc22

Bi 2  2 B2 2 1 2 H

2 2

v2_
A3  _CH2

2 V 2

2 CH2
B3 2

Rearranging gives

2 2 2A, DI VCHI 2CHIl

SG 2 2 2  V 2 (V 2

9h CD? _CHI T
i- '9 2 2

2 2 2

A2  VCHI VCH 2  2VCH 2

2 B"2 0 v j 1 0V 2 2 2 vcjI + Vch 2

2 2

3 H2)

2 2
B3 CH2B3  2

2

For thrust reversers, A1 , A2 , and A3 are the same, Figure 7-6 can be

used to determine an approximate solution for SG. Breaking SG into

p:-, a . ...... 2 vly62i g 008i,

7-2 0 bl,-- -
1
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IA B V R SG

A1 V16 Ba SGI

2 A1  B, YcH1l SG2

B2  4 H2 C+V2  SG 3

4 A2  B2 vC.2 sG4

5 A3  B3  VCH2  SG5

and then combining the results gives SG

SG -SG - 2sS G - 2 SG;4 + S

As an example, assume the following values

A, A2 - A3 - 1.2 x 1O5

Bi 2 - 3 2 . 2.1 x 106

2 6
B2  - 4.0 x 10 (approximately T/W - - 0.3)

VIM - 300 feet/second

VCH1 - 200 feet/second

VCH2 - 100 feet/second

7-21 6-269



From Figure 7-6

SG1  - 4200 feet

SG2 - 1700 feet

SG3  w 1000 feet

SG4  - 50 feet

SG5 - 100 feet

The groLmd roll is therefore

SG - 4200 - 2(1700) + 1000 - 2(50) + 100 - 1800 feet

ADplication and Sensitivity Analysis

In preliminary design work it Is desirable to have a generalized

chart available which will predict landing characteristics. This

chart is usually tailored to a specific set of ground rules and some

knowledge of the configuration. For example, HL-C-5OIIA states that

.,44.•.. AQ.-,•..e-go tt~ r~e1" v * • t" nhnteMr1 Ar,-. hisar cn angeq; t'ho

are at least 120% of the power-off stall speed, and that ground-roll

distances shall be for hard-surface runways having a braking

coefficient (ýx) of 0.30. This defines the basic ground rules for the

calculation of the landing requircment. Additional assumptions, such

as selecting standard-day sea-level conditions and a nominal load

factor (r.) of 1.10 for the flare, will give the necessary information

to calculate landing distance.

7-22 62"008
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The approach and flare distance is determined from Equation 7-21.

ThiE e"uation can be written as a function of approach flight path

angle (y) by substitution of Equation 7-9 into Equation 7-21. The

result would be

_wY

SA 50 s (7-38)
Y P CLApSg(n-1)

A generalized chart can then be constructed as a function of y, W/S,

and CLAPp for a given density (p) and load factor (n) condition.

Figure 7-8 gives the results for a sea level standard day and a load

factor of 1.10. Knowing the CLApp and the desired approach glide

slope, the distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle can then be determined.

This figure also shows the sensitivity to wing loading (W/S), glide

slope (y), and approach CL for the given conditions.

The ground-roll distance can be determined from Figures 7-5 and

7-6 or a generalized chart can be constructed using the average acceler-

ation method and Equations 7-34 and 7-35. The results of the average

method are shown in Figure 7-9 for a braking coefficient of 0.3, a

CDG of 0.03, and a CL, of 0.0. This figure gives the engineer the

visibility for variations in approach speed and ground thrust-to-weight

ratio. As was the case for takeoff, the ground-roll distance is less

sensitive to wing loading. The sumnmation of the results derived from

Figures 7-8 and 7-9 will give the landing field length requirements

with no tolerance applied. The appropriate tolerance would then be

applied, depending on the regulations under which the aircraft is being

designed.
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SummarX of Land Performance Problem

Methods were derived to solve landing-field-length distances

including Approach to clear an obstacle, flare, and ground-roll

stopping distance. These methods -r'Ide tho engineer the means to

quickly evaluate the landing requirement based on design parameters.

Sensitivity to parameter variations Is quickly visualized with the

development of appropriate charts.
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SECTION VIII

AN EXAMPL

As an example of the utility of the methods derived herein, an

F4C combat air patrol (CAP) mission will be examiiied. The mission it

defined in Figure 8-1. The segments which can be handled are segments

B, C, H, and 1. Segments A, E, and F are configuration dependent and

geerally are not s iitable for evaluation by genoralized handbook

techniques. Segment G involves only a w2ight change. Endurance,

segment D, car' be handled if the altitude or speed are specified.

Three distinct external configurations must be considered. For

Segnnt B and part of C, the P4 is equipped with missiles and two

different types of external fuel tanks. During these portio,is of the

mission, fuel is used trom one of Lhe tanks - whei, empty th% tank is

droppeid. During the remainder of segment C the fuel iR used from the

other tank. For the return cruise, segment H, the configure' lon is

clean - there are no external fuel tanks or missiles.

The first step Is the evaluation of the trajectory along segmenL

B which is the climb portion. The starting altitude and weight are

known, The end weigi~t and altitude are unknown and will be determined

in conjunction with the initial cruise solution. The best climb speed

is determined from Equation 3-18.

V S7 W ri..( 2  3 (3-18)
3-SCD W W -

0
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I F ,G

C D

S/B

DISTANCE

A. Warm-up, take-off and accelerate: 5 min. with normal power plus 1 min.

with afterburner.

1). C.14 or. course to optimt:m. cruine altitude vi±th mlitary pcwr

C. Cruise out at ontimum cruise altitude and speed for long range.

D. Patrol at speed and altitude for maximum endurance.

E. Climb to acceleration altitude with maximum power.

F. Accelerate with max.imum power at acceleration altitude from cruise
speed to M - 1.5 and remain at this speed and altitude for 2 min.
at maximum power.

C. Expend missiles.

If. Cruise in at optimum cruise altitude and speed for long range.

I. Reserves: 20 min. at speed for maximum endutance at sea level
(2 engines operating) plus 5% of the initial fuel load.

Figure 8-1

F-4C
COB•BAI AIR PATROL MISSION DEFINITION

8-2 9
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Unfortunately, both sides of Lquation 3-18 are functions of Mach

numbor. Therefore, an Iterative approach is required. The substitu-

tion of Coo, (L/O))AX, and sea level military thrust as functions of

Mach number into Equation 3-18 gives approximately M - 0.6 at sea

level. This yields (L/D)KAX equal to 8.87 and TON1 equal to 0.357.

This combination of (L/D).Ay and To/W yields a maximum altitude, KWO

of approximately 35,000 feet. At this altitude, Equation 3-18 gives M

equal to 0.83. To compensate for the variation in Mach number with

attitude, we select the average of the Mach numbers at sea level end

"H"A. As a consequence, the sea level thrust-to-weight ratio becomes

0.365. This represents a 2.2% change in To/W. SFC, CD., and (L/D)MAX

are 1.12 po.mda/hour/poundo 0.0227, and 8.87, respectively. The

solutions for time, (to), fuel (Wc), and range (X) in climb are pro-

sented in Figure 8-2. The data were obtained from Figures 3-4 through

3-8. The end-of-climb weight will be determined when the Initial cruise

trajectory Is obtained,

For the cruise trajectory, the first step is the solution for the

ba;t =c-uie K-ch n, mber, Tis can be accomplished by substituting

(L/D)MA and minimum SFC into Equation 4-38. SinLe SFC is nearly

constant for the F4C during cruise, the approach will be to maximizse

M(L,/D)MAX. Thus best cruise Mach number is the solution of

MAX H (L•D)M (8-1)

Best cruise Mach number for the three configurations is approximately

0.85. The best fit of a parabolic polar form to the experimental

8-3
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Figure 8-2 F4C Climb Performance
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data gives the following theoretical aerodynamic coefficients&

CafIuA19C 1 DO CL' (L/D)p"

A ,0250 .231 .056 7.92

B .0232 .231 .056 8.28

C .0204 .231 .056 8.97

The reason for no change in K and CL' is that the experimental data

for configurations A and B vere cbtained by the addition of constant

drag increments to the data for the clean configuration.

The cruise segments require iteration since either or both final

and initial voights are unknown. For the Iniltiai cruise sg•GmUL,

M - 0.85 and the aerodynamic data are substituted into Equation 4-34.

The resulting solution for cruise weight as a fumction of altitude is

presented in Figure 8-4. The intersection of the initial climb and

cruise trajectories defines the initial cruise weight, 49,750 pounds.

The finaL weight for the tlrat oatboud 1.,g, 46,907 pounds, occura

when the first external fuel tank is em•pty. The SFC is 1.08 pounds/

hour/pound. The initial range factor from Equation 4-39 is 3636

nautical miles. The cruise range from Equation 4-40 is 56.1 nautical

miles. The calLulations are based upon A - 1.235.

At this point we can make a comparison between the predictions

and tTe generalized F4C data for the initial climb and cruise

segments.

8-5 62 079
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A First outbound cruise
B Second outbound cruise
C Return cruise

10.0

9.5

9.0 -

8.5 • -k -

(L/D)MAX

8.0

-r..

7.0

0.80 0.85 0.90
M

Figure 8-3 MYxluu L/D
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

A First outbound cruise
B Second outbound cruise
C Return Cruise

7.8

7.6 _ _

7.4 I

7 .2 .............

M,(L/D)MAx

7.0 _ __

6.8 __-

6.6

6.4 _

0.80 0.85 0.90

Figure 8-4 (/)A
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32. S K-INITIAL
I O F4C DATA.

28
DROP
TANKS

24

20 I_

(1000 FT)
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8

4

52.0 51.0 05.0 49.0

Figure 8-5 Initial Climb and Cruise Trajectories
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fatF4 'anta

Initial Climb3

Initial/Final Weights 51,500/49,750 51,500/49,757

Final altitude 30,400 30,400

Timo (hour) 0.150 0.123

Distance (nautical mi les) 67 58

First Outbound Cruise Leg:

Initial/Final Weights 49,750/48,987 49,757/48,987

Initial/Final Altitudes 300500/30,900 30,400/30,700

Cruise Mach number 0.850 0.859

Distance 56 55

Time 0.112 0.110

F4C cruise data are based upon the larger of the speeds for 99%. ot

maximum nautical wile per pound. A factor of 5% is also includcrd in

the SFC.

The initial weight for the second outbound leg Is 48,307 pounds.

The final weight is obtained from the F4C data and is 46,569 pounds.

P.at cr"Iz- • 1a-- n'b-r is 0.n M xIim'i LJD Is 8.28 and the SFC is

1.08. The cruise performance is obtained in the same way as before.

The comparison of the predictions and the F4C data follovs.

8-9
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Second Outbound Leg:

Initial/Final Weights 48t307/46,569 48,357/46,569

Initial!Final Altitudes 30,450/31,200 30,700/32,000

Cruise Mach number 0.85 0.86

Distance 139 136

Time 0.280 0.271

For the return cruise, the initial and final weights are obtained

from the F4C data. Best cruise Mach number from Figure 8-4 is 0.85.

IAximum L/D is 8.97 and SFC is 1.08. A In one. The comparison be-

tveen the estimated predictions and the F4C data are as follows.

F'sr Itreated KC 1A-tj

Final Cruise Leg:

Initial/F4.al Weights 34,320/32,193 34,320/32,193

Initial/Final Altitudes 38,000/39,300 38,000/'3,750

Cruise Mach number '.'08

Distanco 25! 250

T 4ma 0.531 0.498

In addition to rthe citao and cruita portions, the available d&ta

can also pru'ide an estimate of the endurance at a given altitude.

1herefore, we w'Ll consider segment I of the CAP uicslon. Five percent

of the initial fuel is 1,076 pounds. The empty weight plus this

reserve ',s 30,597, Frain quation 4-49 the Mach numbor for best

endurancf is 0.30. The thr-'st required is derived from

T - - - 2,985 pounds
(LWD)

8-10 2 0 79
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I From the engine perfornxance data, TSFC Is 462C pounds/hour. Thus,

for 20 minutes' operation, the fuel allowance is 1540 pounds. The

F4C gives 1595 pounds.

The previous example d~aonstrates that the methods developed here

can provide a near accurate estimate of specific segments of a mission

profile.

8-il •--26 9
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APP-AWX
12ATMOSPHERE

Refetence Sea Level Values:

Density (RHO) - 0.0023769 clugs,'cubic foot

Pressure 2116.2 pounds/square foot
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33140..-5t~i *323011E+0 .253440-+C .93r7%E+03

3351C. -55*Ž .32iA5E+G0D .25323:-+00 .97971qE03

3 36 a%,. -. ?5+? .32*)53E-0') .25?5:-+'o .9'3?rb-03

34376.1.5B~E .32637E+03 *253877+03 .971AE+0n3C

330J*-.~C .31?5i4+Ci . 2.24970-'40 q97R4!cE+53

3196.. -. 523b4:0-j .32633!r-+0 .24351U+O0 .97753tE+03

346-;:. -.rz53lr4-02 . 322577E+Ol .24737:+00 .97752E+C3

3410C. -.53F533-+02 .32145',-:+0 .2334462=+0 .7Cli
123 .65E- *jL2.1?3E4% .23505-+C0 .97662E403

3L 44 . -.53G 5V'V-C m 3117 E40 0 .24270=00 .97577E4O03

s .31177c-+00 .235Vi-r+0 .97358E+03

0 -.4?1311,2 0IJA-7ý .~2 2359;ý-0 71E0

02i 008



1,)6-' U.*s~. STA'46A0 AT43SPH4ERE

I rSS;)Rr ALT T r'.*l317T U:Z sI;MA Z T SPEED OF 'ýOU'1D

35 l 54373 .30939=+OC 123t,55r+oo 09727fCE4O3

3520Z .5&3=.J .30923Z+03 .23373ZO-a .97227Et+33

35333. -442r42 .30712E+00 .23263---+3 .q7i83E+03
35--1J -s;:V7-02 .3580E01.23152T-+03 .97131E+03

355:t-0323ý'+C .C45E01.23342T-#I0 .97095E+C3

356v~o -. 0 ,ý4 -2.3^ ! -" l .22-133r-4CO 9~705iE+P,3

357Z... -.7-560iEr+12 .3,?2*q 2S!--C 9OC7E+03

35,4V. ..5i:-oC 33OIE+Oll p27i5-7WC .96963E+03

361 .983EG;.224q~r-+oo .9SR7 = --3

- -.;;?:4:3-+Z .23irs00.231E'*0 59CF0

.2q357T-,00 .2?372--v)oa45GE3

.~i JE* 3c~ .29377EJ+0-)
.?33E0 205774-C qs9c'3E+03

4. .25MVE+C3 *21653-&~ .9ialR~
3 j 2 .286iE+33 *2155?rOC.iq8E0

3731 *Z~28.34E4 .21344:+OC 91E:

*285iEa 21242:+OD .9S3C3E+03

3 72... .vl8 15 4.3 Z7984E+0 .%3ýAE4D+3
2 25ia C)39 1 9.VE9

373:-. ..45Eý ?2O541-+o 585F5

3 7,11.2732?EC-C0 *O.20-:2+0)3 .9 3

5 1 4.3 2 .26',75E+O0 2D5E+ *958r'E*D3

.?581E+03.20151+00 1958BE+t13

391.-.5it4 2r+12 .26235E+00I7?=JC qi9c-5E+3

3910~u: -.~555-i t-32 .2 75E'11i93q5=-3C 95CE C

3920-3. -!a51+2.25673E+05 .1930?-r00.93ýE

343;0 .25:33E 30 i 2Icr+3c 9ý,%5E403

394 C. .24i*3.*j3111+0J 9989E+1,~3

391.-.56510=+*J2 233E0 1i31;7:-90*9~CO

3. 703 11 +2.19163+r .9~i23C9F-3

3 3 A-. 51 =t .24.3'1~45E#: .Z.3756r77E.flJý-4F+

621 008A8



1362 U.S. 3TAM0AID ATIOSPHERE

*I-SSURE ALT TEMPERMIUE STUMA .:'T SPEE3 OF SOUND

(FTI (DZGZE4TIGRAJE) (RHO/3.L.RHO) (PRES3i'3sL*P'ESS) (TT/SEG)

.2.-.55stDoO--2 .242-0 .i3'40:r+oo .958C5EY.33

4C40.3.. -.5713*r+)2 .24239ý-t:l .18225---+00 .9.5301E+C3

'456,3 1 4243E+0D2 .13137---+0 .%SCIE+03

4Z'3u.L.. -. 56SLEo42 .24377)4I *.TT04 .9TBt9E+C3

-055~5,7+52 .?36:')E#C2 .17793E4C2.90M+1
-455 3rf-2 ?353' Ii7703:-+oo .9i,3C5C*+13

-.56513---J2 Z32173+31~ .17456=.oEc 93CE3

414J.'. -.S513I-'52 M23C5EWO .17373rtI3! .951C8E+~C3
.22qI5E+0G .17Z3G--,! 3s5iF0

.?2815E+02.. .17207z+3+O .355GBEfO3

.2?553E'00 .115+3.50E0

-.5513+0 ~ 226i3-t+00 .1~704Z+0 .95805E4C3

'2V,-.'565i5r.3? .227±2E+CO t16962:-i,0 .958CIE.O3

4 2~ 0 05~:~ .22452E+0.. .151I:6+00 .9SICBE+O3

423.). 1 GJ & +12 .235+3450 0 .95SCdEtO3

4 3 E.. c *52235E2 O .157IA0.-O3*.~cEo

4Z .. 22025E+03 .16561E3 o 43'JB+3
42501 . -.5651.1t+1 -2121:E+00.534E .3588~EO33
4 2F)132 -656511--+'02 23)+ .15266E-+o3 .95808E.03
.4273^o -.5j~v1;E+32 *2172~E+D'J . .1i32r+Oo .9680SE+03

4432. A 352~3 .2O623=+01 .315?45+00 .95805E+03
42'1)0 -05a5it+1.2 921~5j3!+C *153'.9z+CC c)SACSE+03

.21432rE+C .16J977+00 .95In0BE+03

4310). -*5651=-G3 .L973C~+0G 153 0 .95808E+03
4-65'6510Z+02 .211'3;E#00 .!59735=o0C .95205E+043
4.365.0 '12 *5S :.+aP 3 954S93E+O

'439J-2.3 .95803E+03

"602 100 .152,,.+O ,..........1



135! U.S. STA'43AR3 ATIlOSPHF;RE'

D:Z-ESS!'PE ALT TEMDEIATURE sI;MA DELTe SPEED Or SOU40

CrT) tOE.,'ENTI~iA)E) (ýHOP/)*L.IHO) (PRFSS/S.L.PlRESS) (--T/SEC)

'4,00:550+? .1935iE.O0 *jl553r-+Do 09ACIE+I23

4523^.. -.5651E.)E0Z .1326a3E.O .144~837-+08BE3
:03,.-.565110Eo-2 .±9171E+00 144i~4-+0G .95RG8EIO3

4T3o-.565LOEi-O2 .18939E+0 O4?7-o 95805E+03

:6563C. -.555107+02 .18895E+OJ. .142e3r-+0 9503#0

:6573 . . -. 56510r#12 .i8810E+C) .i~ilEoa0 v9'0SE+03

4S,333. -.-3651-3E+2 .L871.3E+gl *iJ.Q74r-+o .gE,8CSE+03
45900. -o56511E+u2 .196?3Et00 *14.065r+00 .9580,E+.03

tfý.13. .561Oi,1 1543E+031 60939-7+4035C-EC

46!3.3.4) iq45!Eo51 .13437~'3E+0*5GE

tV?:i.-.355;i3T+3 .15353-7+03 v1337r-+Ol *95AC8ED-3
-661E0 e%5l. 3741z-i03 o958DSE+03

4 6 13-.56IE3 18 12 q q F I. Cl .13'.8Z-.0 1950qO0

:6*, 6 * ..0 .3,; OE+2 .178iiE+00 3 135.1h-+O3 *q958eB+03

46,' -. ifL5.2+#32 .17923iE*01 .1348.--+00 .5CE0

14 F, fl. .i I. .17574E+G .13 4 6r+C03 .'3 95A.BE+0

'47C3'.. o~13?235r+C003IE0

4 7 2 1. 17 5 cZ3 + 3 s13 162 r+ 0 0.5LE
to 7 .565 JE+1 . 1 4 2? 4-0 .1.3)99q,+c.

.1i7255E+3) s12374ZI'0) 93E

:73..17173EF; .12)i?3E'0k q5~8C5E+03

7 7 3 ~~~.123607-+OC %Iý,F0
*1jE~o5127E71.030 .958RE:+03

7 1 15 6 51 4 .4692)E+O: .1~'27257O3 .%IýSIE+C03

:+1 5F ,' - 206114iE+3 .1266 7 + 0 .958GiE+03

* .4LE) A 022.517-0 i?547:E+oC .9R551E+03

(4 P, L6335 2 *519E4301 .12) 1'-+3+O *959C&E+03

.143+O.118'i7E+ao" .9ý8C8E+'23

4VV b c -2 IA21E3:+O; .1220:'+~00 .95a03E+03
3 E,+2 .152!57-+00 *ii27fl400 .9iAL8DE4D3

.9ýBCIEC33

41-'. Gý I ? .16~~-36 E 103 ý- 0 . i 0 E 3

62100815 1



1162 U.S. STA>4DAU AT40~SPHERE

PJ-ZSSU:ý ALT TE.143rqATUIE sl;MA DELT% SPEED OF SOUND

5C1.2. -.5652.OE+k2 .15Z3SE+0G .1t~4577E00 .9ý8c.8E+O3

52..-.56511'z-+02 .15155E+003 .1140?E4-O03 .95508E+03

503aa .5Slf2.M3E0 *11.34Rr-+0 .9%,SCSE+OG

5C4%.. -.55i.3E+32 .15321E:+ol.I93~2 .95,8CSEfS3

56iiE+2 1471,+1 ilir-+oo .958CSE.O3

5173V. -.555137+3 *.1437EIrt .iII33:-0C *9!85Es+03

5 *j; 56SIC1E-2Z .1473ýE.O3 .10N+0 .g985ESEO3
::i65,otý* .46-+o 11 27-+oo .9~58BE4D3

5!oi -.55513=-+32 .1.45Jr-r4- 2 .1C;7E+-:+0 .9ý'SCPE4'O3

5113.,. :-.65l3E4V.! 614525E+EO2 .1.33'2!E-+0 .95SC4E4C3

513Z3: * .56,510r+02 .149#57E+03 4:iSE4I ~ ~ ,C8E+03

5t43". -. 56513E4C2 14311E C3 .iC766:-+00 *9SR08E+03

5153J. -. 51E+2 @43LE+O lai7-C .955clt4-+3

517J.2. -4535510--+3 91415E'*D i~it37+3 91CR;D

-S565i11+0? .14142di+C..3o4~3.~~EO
51911.. -0551:rE*Oz .13)41!:+00 .10312r-+00 .953CSE+fJ3

5 22 ' i. -. 55515E+1~2 .137'e2E+G: .iDb2r-+oo . *58G5--+93

5 21311.t37L5E+3G .'.031.2':+C, 5S C .
52.CZ. -*565ilE'132 .1.3653E+00 .102b3E4~oo 95C3:

53:..135'35E+00 *i0214EIO .9E,8COE+03
5 ?tl :. -. ;65'0IIE+02 #135Z'1E+03 . . 115 - 3c 9sc3+0
327ý:. -. *LE3Z .3455E4O3 .10117E4~2 ,q58OSE03

5 2c 5EoilCE+3 '.33?Eol. 10.3 E+ 00 .953CPE4O3
5 ýý1 ý:+. *3325E+aD 10)~21--+00.981E

- .555102+32 .13264E+00 .ý1797G~-2i .q958:E+C5

.995AclrE+13

?LtCŽ 555S1,Er412 .1313BE+0)*~3-1 *8757-o . 5AR+03

5 .3J -.,,,34O .1335~E+0 9803rl .95IC3E4C3

-.5&5 i1;6 402 I1245lE+00 .977378--Ci *9,59CBE+3

53L224.12755[13 .932387i-Ci *.95E.CF+3

54.ý.-.~5651E+02 .1253~E+CJ .950727E-01 .958C8E+03

34222. -. 5510;+02 12525iC3 .9803E4D3

5'4-. %.55t*r+0 .l2122.2 +01 09215--0 1.FK +C

.9O0634E-f-i .5CE0

62008



L'n? J.S. STA~43A) T'OSPIERE

I x-S SJ~tz: OLT TEM3EZAT-RE 31;'4A .3 TkSPEE3 07 SOUND

(F i ( RHO/S.EttV 0 (P E SS-- ýE S (TT/SECa

552G). +-J2 li44'E4-03R97717-Ol 983IG

i5 34.iid43=+C0 oR3* --O .*ýC8E+G3

i50.-55 ,2 .LI3?BE+Cl 088317=-Cl o95PiC8E+C3
.i 'iE+03 *8 8'4 13 1 .95808E+03

5573j. ..5Lý+2IL6;1=-*C .8JV1l:7U-O0i3ACEG

;52i61 1 86377~-01 .9ýB3E+03
56a.-*5hjI3!+C2 *ilE44ZF+075-O 3C~F

j 1= f 1323E+03 .551727--01 .4iSt8E+03

5 67.2 LI2?]F+4,3 .84362-O-i q9!golE+C3

i -. ',7ý)- ,; I,2 1 * 53E 1 * 3 53-3 .9518CS+C3
6 e I . 'd I'I E + 32 * 7117~-Gi %88EC

j7 C'1554O .8z525:-01.5CIiC

IG5E+3S5g&TE-ol .95AC8E+03
-730. 5 1:+)21C - -E I ~E C

5-.1 3 :,3310E 1 2 a 10 545E++C .719559--Oi0 .95BAtsE 033

i 73~ L.5 CE'2 iG4o+3.779274=-Vi *95.q.RE+a3

i,8'33. -5 ý,10 +2 0 I.CE634 Fo 3 0781017-E-0 .9!8t9E+03

,3731? i .1034!E++00*2.CLOCE.0
5-d32ý. -.5B510E422 *.1.035E+00 .1S7773=-Oi .SCE3

58, oq561EGQIC1;-C .775,Ct--Cl 5 CRE+0
5,4 L-.6ý3-0 .. 2!6E0 *771d6qE-O .;58S3!E+O3

56j~ -551r-02 liV+0 7W0=CI-Ci .95,RC8E+03

S860 3 . -.56510E+22 *1dL43=+3t .45~8CIE+03

557 ,7.551E+? .,L 0+ *7.13 *958C~BEe03
*371E-1. 753G92T-V1 *.38DOE+03

-. 550E32 .1031E-Z .75t2T.E-0 .rA.1

3T9'3". o745C2x-D1 .95RC8E+13

A'L4--Z 6982E0

621008,5j-J4 .54t 1*391ýo 960E3



1962 U.S. STANDAR3 ATM4OSPHERE

P IzSS'JRT ALT TEMPFICTURE SIlhft. OELT'ý SPESI 09 SOUNID
(FT) (DE5.:EIT!SRA0) (ý-4D/S.L.R40) (PMSS/S.LmPRESS) (rT/SEC)

'I6E -.5bSL3ý+0 .234F.-CE .7032r-Ci 09$808E+03
133*-.%56513--2 .9170E563:I-Coi .95805E+03

53.0.3355SE-Ct.051-o .9SAC8E'03

5335 B757?+3 o~lý-cfJ1.15- .95'atBE+03

ýcj 1 -*5b5l3C7+e M~35F.-Cl. .5+33OE-Oi 95CE0

603.-.5b550E+32 91737E-Ot . 59'.1 3 .*- Ci .95qciE+O3
4 O ~C *~I~C1.65573E-O1 .9ý8G§E.a3

J93: -0551r+ - .90124E-O'i .583627-ol .BCE

i IL 3.-.56510t-'+1 *IG43E3-C! .63a29:-J-i .9E.8CSE+03

51M. -. 55,r3 .39-*323!E-91L.98IE0
i100.5587 3 52OZ3E-01 .5a?368ý- 0 .95805E+03
5143. -' 5 5 1 j E*5Zz .8777-'-01 .66743 r-Oi 9)CE 0

;ýI )3 i . -5 5'Z 1.4 3 E31. 5ý 0 !-'- 01 .52±E
51143 .2 .873G33?.t .6i-Ci .*O5b51 .RCE433

b133J. 17514fE-Oi. 6 .95818E+03
637r -.565tOE e2 .873155-01 .5*59 EL)I.3 495O8CE+f3

.79iE-~. *53i73r--al .9B8GRE.V3

2ýo 061-02 .3625iE-01. .5462r3-,i .958CIE+03

SSW5!E-0i *55!O tO .95RBaE+G3

i2Z0-.i6513!E+J2 .?55q2+E-Oi .54?453-O1'0 .95SC.E+03
i?3)Cf. -- 5 5c) 1 Z -02 *15341TE-CI ,563931F-oi 50S

-.56,513=-+32 .54635E-01 .5 3634'--g1OiWI

52 008i .1,1E0



lio? U.S~. STANDARI 4T~4OSPHERE

pjSSkiRr L EHEaU SIMA )ELTA SPE3 09 'SOUND

(:i (DE., ETIGIAOE) (RHO/3.L.RHO) 4P~tESSfSL.ES) ~ TEC

ss1oo. -.565 lor+0Z .74343T-Cl .55434:EOl q958C8E+C3

&S33 -.56513 +32 674~333-O. ,l 55657*- -0 .968GSE4O3
3,, .5 92--3 gSGSE.13 1

6553"s .1298IE-0 .54375 -01 *95808E.O3

i560a* -.55rplE412 .72G31E-31 ,5~o1 9SACSE+03

.7522C2. .54354 -01.988E0

.715,37E-31. .53q37E-Ci .95,13E+03

-. 53~4~2 .72~E3 ~ .535307-32. 95814E+03

5b'3Z. .05Eýl.53325r-Di .52F3

ýý20-. J .7C5!.)E-031 .5 U31. 95833E4'03

S6J.5853.I .- ;I .52567f-a2. .q6V4E.C3

663.-535-+2 .&q5l?E-01 .27-'. 9685~3E+03
- .; Z757+12 .ý17O-G .9556GE+03

.5t32C~-a-i . 9SR6E+ C3.

.'1815E-0 .5021Z-3i .9S8FCE+C-3

Sh.57331E-31 .51O0'.r--ol 368F

.6e33.*7.6)E-01. 5053941"- 0. .%90iE#fj3
3z 12 .6634~CE-31 2. .3 5 3 o i, 99uE

.6650E-I.~9594EfC3

.%qZq'E+03

.ýC58h4E-3149 44 7O7-ai .5923E+C3

5770.653)5E-)2l .I~ .99lf'84EO"3
+j .55221E-01' .49173:i.9975MC

.743* Z358iE+1 ..4834;;--ol *95q45E+G3

i450 .6,2713E-OL .'49 37:-O0 .96~955E+C3

-. ~6~t2 .642IOE-t 61.*576:201 .0596iE+O3

Elo :-.557;-0S+32 .663E3 o*~~ 997i5E+03
-*5573:-+2 .533?ECl .7789--01*9a92E+03

-.53i:+2 .539CCE-DLi .473627-Ci .9503&E.03
ýMa j.-.55 1'7+0 .27 55 01.4.7336:-- 4.59 5E4-0~3

519; j. -. 53r+2 .6240IS-01 47112:L-01 o97O5iE4O3

-.564E'7 2134-Cl .4;I3E- 01 *07Cb3FEW

.'5554CE-O1 *.4644r2 t*97C1+0

-*555O'-+0 .452124-.01 *9T?C~E+03

S300-a 14O6E0

62i3%- 0087- 909FD



196? U.S. STMAIDA~ ATioSPHSRE

01E~SSURH ALT -T E M P: AT U C7 ~ 9 s)M 3LT4 SPEED OF SOUt4DO

IFT; (RcHD/S.L.RHO) (PRESS/S-L.PRESS) (FT/SEC)

.3793E-G 31*971C39E+03

?030o~.-5253 .587%3-01. *I37.-197iC3E+03

70433. -. 5 8 4 2.57432E-0 4 4 7 - 1 I? i E 0

F3533.~I 
.(.325LE-1 *9Ti23IE+03

7Ob2 7 .55597"E3 .4284~31-01 *g~i37E+0l3

705:..532E-1 2640--01 .97144E+'W3

45 :.x- l. 2n33:-0i .97.j5DE403

S- 5 +:2 .55233E-01 141 t.77E3

?t4!" .56?-10145T-0i *97i8EeiC3

1723 >-..1FO .523533E-3t.31E0i *?4E0

? .570F0 .532]3E-01 .333~1 .r97?IIF403

77 *X. -.52bN+ý2 *5 3 3 51-0 I .4721%E+0

64 Ot+ a ~2 .5321-oi .350Y9h7-C..724E0

*-5.)! 3Z .52363E-012 .32.4GJ9 -01I 973E1

-. 5.27~~2 .52605E.-01 .3331031-01 . 97?30E+03

1235c. 34 3-- 4-3 2 2.t351f E-03 1 .37171-01 qr?45E+03

73Y .0I"+! .q3E2 .357-0 *qT325E03

737, -. 2~~i3 1O 35EV-0 I 77~" *?3~0

*. 5184 E0 I .33343:-32i *97?4-3E+C3

7273C..~2 .1534T73t-o .3R90721 a .972372E463

-. VU3ý .31 * l2s~-o " *385Th6-o 1.77F0

-,353~2 .5335E-Ot .35~243-- i0±?1EC

7'. ~ -.54277E412 *.5CIC7E-01.325-1 .974305E03

7 .,r3720 041'.(E-31?El 3~~ .9?3i2FlE03

?1401.3.3771,14=-0i 
*97319E+03

732S Vtooj .939F0



111:U.S. STA'IDA'.D AT40SPHERE

31ZSSURZ ALT rEM' WtJE 313MA 3JELTA SPEED 00 SOUND

(FT) (DE3*^l~tGRA')E) (RHO/S*.LHO) (PRESS/S.L PPESS) .9TISEC)3
*.53?G~i+02 .455)iE-Mi .3t$79 -0

*5Z.-*53671.E-1-2 .44!E5 34636" - i *97440,Ef63
-. 53tE41E~2 .4525!F-01 .34.4734'-0 .9744t6E+03

7550~ .3~!~ '.L~.-i.110P .9746)3*~23

7560g.-.3*'. .44~537E-0i *3 I.974~670,03
757011 0*3~ t1~SEi*33533 01 .97L.73E+03

.3314 Ci*q733.0

.319 5. ; *4:5 - 97497E+03
.4342PE-Oi .133'35:11 q?97r7F*03

760. .33-1) 3E4-3 ..4332.2.0l s3319lZ-3 .97W.,E+03

76"13'.-.!0C2 .23-i323.-i.72E3

763*.233-1.3274r~-Oi *9752.E403

7153ý. -32.4! .426155E-01. .32?58E-11 e97527E433

78.-.533?47) .21.2CIE-01 .322.2L.E--i 9q754?E+133
76J~.-.3?~2 .42.874E-3L .3 1)7 4 -01 .97554E+J33

.. ib&E-0. .3!32.~-1i.97561E+03

77203 -5 3ý-C .4127ýE-% .31525E-01 .954E0

77jC:11. -.3 :%+3.? .41LJ75E-01. .313787:--0oi5PE0
T77400. 00 + 12 t+C77E-Jt.i3i-1 *97587E403
7753;. -. ~3 .Ž .40682E-11 2.*33~~C97594E+03

7 77 3).S. 2 ,qj 31: +0 .(.3293E-3i .307952-Cl .97627E*03

7 7 33. 1.W 2 .399~02i-o *3031375-01 *976~22E+0-3
.37Z- .. 3036'*-0i .. 5
.3)5.CEC2..3.Z22:-D21 .97634E4T3

3.30081.:-C2.i .976 4.1 E + 33

11Y30r. -'23. .'3913ý1-D. 429940-E-01 *976'.SE+03
5 27 :, .3-3ýF;l.293C'C7-Cl * .97654 E + C3
5 ? ) I': 2 3 ý7 ;3 E- 31 *2 9ý5 :- )i . 9766f1E + C3

7 .1 , ? ;7 .38575'5-02. .29522.- -01 *97~66E4C3

787J3. -5.i2Z .38391Es-01 .293'V'*--3i *47671.E+03

7840,. -.~525627+1 .38235E-31 *24?47Z-11 .376~81E+03
713 . 5?52.o-2 .3432?E-01 .112.2.1-3i *97685E*03

F-1004U. -.52522E+02 .37833E-Oi *281742-Cl .97695E+03

7 41i,5 -s5?41.Ee13 .3763?E-02. e28539r-32. *qT7ClE+03
.3747SE-02..1a1~0 *9?708E403

79331.05'.L~l .37295E-31 .930-0.*7715E+03
79403. -. 2.1t? .TL~0 ~ ~ 6di*9??2iE+03
795,30. -53C 0 .3693)E-01. .25303;-01 .97?r2FIE403

7430-a523'.CE+02 .3 676 IE-D 0 .~ 12ii~0 o??35E+03
F797.% - .523,13.' -2 .3h53V4~-02. .28040-01 a 9?741Ea33

7gv9-.220itG .3b631.E.IZ- .27901!-Di .917'58E#03

i 3i. .52L~C2 36335-2..2764.9Z-01 .iT77BE+C3

A- 16

620 0



1962 U.S. STAROADA~ AT,40SPHERE

L)--SSUJr ALT T--M3ElTURE St;9A D:-LT% SPEEO OF SOUND

(FT) (OEG.ZEqJTZGtýAE1 (:ZHO/S. L.RHO) (PRESS/3.L.PRESS) (I T/SýEC)

R300.3W3T?-oi .271320-:-1 .97765E+03

-.52 .5ý o~ 357114.E-a L. * 257392r- 01.9775E +33
IC0 Eý2 .3L.'153E-Oi .2~7?B4101 .97782+O31

SC- -.52"-I*7 +)Z .3L.675E-D1, .27637'. 31 .977853E+03
iosoo. 15pir2 .3'512E0Il .27310--Zi. .9?793EF+03

- 2i.3 37 ý 02 '35.34E-11. 42B3884 3. .97802E+.3
iQ33: .50:r+2 .34'231E-31 .257512-0 qT61.0

8128 Po3~t3 .346957E-01 .266L'.i i. gq7B-5E+0-3

s91iu;. .5?6*~ 3351?E-11 .2651SCI.0 .97A22E+03

9±19. - 73-ý"2 .34365E-01. &26387---31 .97825E+03
5I7:.-5183s-32 .33?2TI-31. .25?04E- 31 .97R35E+03
12-.5186751:122 .34 3 7 E- 1 .25141~-7-1 .97 A 42E +03

13...3238743. 25PE-01 .3784RE+03
IL.6.3372E5.-01 .95A3r-01. .97855E+03

:575-- .333514E-31 .2577-31C .97102E+C3

i In3-, 3.i5~3 .3 37:E-3 1 .2'.s5q:-31 .9786!E+03
.33212Ei-O .9775lE+03

12r' )ý 32 5 E- 1 .251831-01.79E0
3 2". 1t;,3'E- -. ~.3+ 02 .:32535E-:1 .2.1EG 97192E+ 03
322J.'. -.51554:-32 .323544?.20E-01 .q)s--l-7q2jgE+03

* 35 -.3L'. ] 2 *32.32 R3E - 1 24 2'..BE- 01)tq5E

923. 2 5 5114 5- # 2 .31MEV-01 .2'.5-ý031- 99:E0

8!9J3r. -.5137??E42 .3152!r-31 .24.262:-31. *917L,9E+03

.31221.E - 1 .241)37E-01 .97962E+03
93*j 3ia7lý-IJ1 .239257-01. .97969E+13

1351252.+0. .3t, 23r:-Ol .23414-:-31 .97975E+,33
13" 1ý -521+2 .3 0 77?-0 1 *237D 0 3:01 .97q82E+03

534JL. -5iUD .33623L--2. -23543---. .97(389E+03

83bt3~c. .3tS35E-01 *233751-01 .95OC2E+13
13700. -. 1~)+2 .30111-E-01 .23266r Gi -9SC0GE+O3

5 1 ý 3-,. 3 34 E- 1231552-0 . 93115E+D3

83-iol' .?I..f~) .9q 13 -0 .23051 01 .98022E+03
34O0-5C0.-Z .2) 75uE-01 ..*2234+'.-0X . .95C29F+03

~I'i3. .9?~ii2 .2Y~3E-I..22535B 01 #q8035E+C'3
14ý*.?9s7?E01. .22732~--3 1 *9574E+93:

R433C. -. 50D913~.-:+2 .29335E-01 ?6?~0 *9SCI.9E403
5440J. ~~ ~ 920r-o 2521r.-Oi -953+0

545~v-.T847+02 .215E-l 22417~-01- 69506ZE4+03
5 .983+ao892.E-Ot .22313Z-01 .9506:IE403
R41., -5Z7%--+2 2878DE-01 .2221OZ-01 9C53-

5 4; -5', ; -- #0 o8635".22107E-01 .930'62E+03
-.3 7 3 7:- D2 .285:7!-01 .22304:-01i W8988E+03

.2637LE-0I12AC~3

621008



t~'U.S. STA'4AWD AT40OSPHERE

"I ISSUL! %LT TE41TWUI:1 A TL SPFEI or SOUND

i5l3a. -.5ý677za2 .25?5-l 230i:I-ol OgBiM2E03

3522.. -5364?- +2 .26121E-01. .21TDC---Ci . *8±C9E +33

S530j. .27q,)? -02 421;99iai *95115E*O3

1154 .1 . -*:35 r,112 1: a2 .271l'iE-31 *23214;-*O1.'812E0

SS530. -. 53F3S:+02 .2.0LE0 21400-D1- .9S±42E+03

8563.1 -.525F2S12 .2753?E-31 o213'1E--Oi *s3E

85573:. -053'.15i+32 *?7417E- 1. * 21?ý D--01 .9842E+03

8583'.. -.r)3'.65=+32 .2673?E-Oi 2aO15--Oi *99Bi.E4923

ai3.-.5ý2235 *+2 .2717dE-01 .1l5;E+03

86G31. -.r,45F1+32' .~52731E-01 .20409~-E3 g9S162E~a3

SB13~. -.50373-32 **' .74E-oi *9116lO.i22E+03

S163). -.5ý314E2 #2 o.i53,E-11 205212-01 PiR2F4-03

S6.3 *ý5E3 26411E-01 .196F74-1.z GqB952'E+03

q7.. 3. -.5.223~E+3 -2 .521'j-31 *1.2:36-O-1 .12?70

36772ý -. ,LEO 25163E-Oi .i20242"1 qB3C.9E+03

660O I -i213"- 0. .98335Ee03

569"..?11E-01 .20055E-0i e93222E+03

S7130, -.50072q5+32 .Z3L4t67E-31 .19570:-01 .9473-3E+03

Z542E-1 t967-0i .99244E+03

-.I34 3951742 .32518L-01 i13505-ol .912625E4-3
- .4 3 ý2 -- 32 .502Eoi.19,15-01 .953F26E+33

873' .13E0 24q43'-Oi1 .193257-01 .93275E+03

4C32.j -.:4q32.E.22 .24024C~-0t.?V1 .93'.R2E4O3

8'3qC. -.. !5T4O .235E-0t 0i7E41Z-Ci .9R42aSE+C3
63 rI.-.L25bE.22O .24539E-01. ,±75'.E-11 IS?93E+D3

51. .437T,*3 r23+ZuC1 .13372E-5Oi93H4

5~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~A 18,aI.-467r0 171-- 932'0

3850.24641008 241E:1-l32E0



136~2 UsS. STANDAR3 ATIOSPHERE

PIESSUi: ALT TEMDFýTtJE D,;A rLTk SPEED OF SOUND

I T tE.:2?GA5-) RH/. LO. .90) (RES3.oR33 T EC)3

3 la"-.4 ±31 5---+2 2 2.7225OE- -0. .99435~E+03

3C2,JZ*-415-+0 21-E3 .172~20---3 *96455E+03

3c6~ j," I~ 2 .2? )44E-0 I .95449E+03

k. o .2!142E-0 1722 . *95455E4-03

,c,3 2i?3237-G2 1540517-019363i0
-173. 263E-1 1529:-C1 9843~CE+13

9 0 8 3 ý;2 .253E3 15729Z-3 *'9BS21E+03
92 2142F--l 1 9148E+ý3

*i5~5-O1..95494ZE+03
.21?174E-t 935CLE4-03

oi~CEO .i3325EQi

-1133R i E Z292EG 1531-G *951E33233

123::41 2 3 *87 D1 .. 5 " l.95.E0

33q03..98574PE03

3203 igUS.E-O I 1Aylb3i- 01 .93G7±E4O3

12453C . L'.78,3IE +2 19587rE:-)2 I q%633---O1

12 3:r 0 2 194CE-0. s~i~g--o 3627!.C 03

13J, -.1.3224E+0 .1927~E-:1 * 37a- 975;3E4O3
9333.-*4 11E+0 .912E-1 14 32'-:L .3867C~+03

134^jg. -.45151--'+02 1937-l964+0
621.0083E+2 .9,17-0 S6"E0



US. TA'104-1 AT40SPýERE

-'~S S 'X ALT TEMOC'\TLRE ST; r SPEE3 Oc tOU110

-31.-4E5:*2 .175'0E-Ot 123750--01 *q8765E+U3

35102,72..+ 743?E-01 .13687:-02. .qB773E+C3

13. .V;!-)17,,3.5E-01. .32~Oq8779EtO3

4 54). -0-47354s+;2 .17.1?LE-O' .1.3S63--02 .9878ýE+03
3550.454-+2 .124~t2E-11. .150iE 21 *937TT4E+C3

356v3Q. -.4 ei''ý1 .134V39r-2. *q879dF7+113

-44412 .173iiE-St .13317r 4I .99181.2F03
-.47413-+1 .2.61?I-0i .132' 5 2 .31E0

I h u72 u j 47i --4 1 *- f.3 21. gRR2SE+03

~~b122.3 -*Ll11:5 7T'?j 2 *i3.3 .93832;7+33
3152ý. 12 .663E-i .13)761-1 94i2.F3

.1633j. -.4731;-+0 .166EE-C1. 95'45E403

-16-0 7 +3-,*278'-r-flI .9i87?E+03
.ib~E-C *2.T2?~Ci.4SA7SE+C3

I2bL44.E-. .1265!:-ci .56E3

3710C. -.41ZEt,-+2 .i5~333-Gl 412549:-01 .9899E+03
3723. 3 1 4 3 0 9II9L5E 03

3~~ ~ ~ ~ 7 4aa."iS 3 15-24 37:1-21 .9F191nrtL3

373; -46iýE+2 1593--1.12322:--01 .93q?3EC33

9770-0. -.4587,3E+32 *.15543E-01. *122iIE-11.93 iE

47do~ -.L6843Et92~ t547S3E-Cl. .12155Zt *gS945E+03

3731 .1.5433E-31 .1211CE-Oi .99513~E+03

*1i77 -*677)D2. .9s992.E033

30i* -474rr2!.15!6E-Cl *1i2.?20,OI *98q97fE +o3

1 . ý.G I. -* 4 7.3-:+12 .1E-O2E.O .95q71f.03

133:.-.45,3ý-32 151?-1* i145b-2I0 .93978E+03.
3840.;. -.46659:C? .1541"OifA 31~~'EO .99R3TE+13

99~.-.45621132Z '24)75;--11 oL12SCT--O. .90599E+33

-.45533C+042 .14935Z'E-01 4112.1.L'3-0± .98993E+03

3 91 I. -. 4S4'#:.0+2 *.145rlE-Dl iA.9-2 .910-33E+0~3

-1 .65E* 1t435IE-01 I 31I'7- : I *99052EE03

I1.4~O 
.g415SE.Oi

A-2 0

-6-246-9-

62 1 (oO



06T2 U.S. ST0.-IDAR 0.TIOSPHERE

Ir-SSURE ALT TE.9'V.ATUL SIs )r-LT A SPEE3 OL'SOUNJD
(FT) (DES.-ýE'TtRAODE (RHO/S.L.ý'4O) (PRESS/3.--PR'ESS)

-. 451 1-+12iQ895E-Ol,

C303]w. -.45ý837E422 .13765iE-3L .00-: 9Iq-l

-.454-3+) .1.31)2E-01 .10799:4E01 *99q1,iE+0

121)).-.459)4E+02 .L3 57,4 E I13O~ .9912AF+03

103 427E-1 5.11 Z1,Z.9 V 2E-+ 0

tiI 10 .1 i335~2 ~ .23Ei-31 .105,4-012 .99235+03

13110:. -.. ~.EO 12363E-31.973ED .9916.EC33
4 5O2 81~31+E12 .131'3;T-:-1 .10414-0 1 91167IE+0 3

-.457337:+,'Z .13135E-01 103657~-r-i0215+
L2~. -L')2)E)2 La±3F~CL.103-20:-01 .991,?8'E03

t 3 ~12 V' -. 5.E) 5 .VE-,' I.*~5U .9919E23~

~.33.-.4.2140 i22LE-t.9i2+02 .932CE403

IiA7ýD 18 c -3'U-02O .9~32037-+C3

I2~3ioJ3 -o456C2 +)2 .1 E .1,0169E,-01 .94215E+13

.12715E-01 .210373-oi .93221~E+03

.12655E-:1.112O .91229Ef^,3
-451+2 .£125)l-31, .9452F=02 .9)234E+03

.o23.-.45.q7lE+02 .1,2363E-01 .97731=--C29?(E C

1372 .,30+2.12337E--31 * 97?97'2-02 .94277*03
~~~~.1328. .430+2 1?.E-01 q* q57=--02qg7q0

i2!37-73~2* E~-C1 .05)8:3'02 .98F''

1.3 3 i 12 3 1 E- 0 1.95351: 99?9223

3233 . -4521:=-402 .1,224 31 .9 1L- 2.9 [-F 0

1 6243o-45tgi 0 0l.13-2 .94112647-2 *3iF



U.So. I;TA.4OAA ATIOSPHERE

~S SU~ R LT TEM~rAT'JE ýMIMA O=LTý SPFE3 Or SOUND

105103. -.. 1.hVhE60 * *72q7=-02 .934?5E+03

Ii53Ai 4 ,7i 02.85513:-02 .9;4~438E:03

LC853E-01. A5L248ý-C2 .993C5ý+03

R5736-=-02 .9445'.F+0

1356";.-0 .934GE-C2 3

5 .3+10 54 3E - .8L~31?7-D2 .9133,4E03

4 3 P' A- 4 , C 34 2 E- 0 1 .8127913-C2 .39E0
L~E~.10 342i'L .2 *i ~E-01 .1I2332r-02 .11EO

IJ~2:.-.43S,27ýZ. .1CL4*U-_: *Aq'65IEi,03

L37C0.-.41VIIE+2 .C!5-j.0i.81ME-02 .q3372'.E, 3
-.3?7_*2 817q78-n .9168q3Et'C1

I 5.-.433437+2 .13114E-2 .80 F3c;:-02 .9971CEFd03
L07..-.4ZZ517+02 IC365-, 0015--02 .q3724E+C33

10710:. 04111'4E+.022 .7?325 C2 *fl3743EtC
L." 723 1 '. iI? :-, 12 .-3; 91E-02. 7 -1'# 0 E-C2 . 7 1- 3

7* .98523:-232 . 7 5721i
1:753-C .48S45;E412 .7A35=13 2 .T96251E+03

LZ4 .-. '.?73:.+ .Y3372ý-0 .94834E2 03
10773;. -. 4I7 +32 * )10 i-22 .77i727-02 .43952E+oG.
L3~73J3 * 3462 * 32?3E- 2. *77325:2 02 qI57CIE+03

1371 -o2 91bE-2.75h381-02 .9gq07E.03.
138 3C0. -.4?43C'Th+)2 * ulCI3-Z 2 * 7.129r~-02 * 49E+03c

I.d. 'ýO 3 2 U3273E-32 .7595z .- 02 999.44i + a 3
13 13 .3 C.l.~ O .432i:,E-12 .75351FI-02 .99962.E*03
1.840.1 -. 4123U :732 .q,)3d -2= *ý .752127-02 .9ML±E40L.

*~3972W.-6 *13 ~0 2 *1321'ZE+0L.
-.!+192E~2 .B+0E-2 .742827-02 .1o0cc4+04

.S8Uii+2 9V3E-02 .710523E-02 .10007E'C04

.4_4~~+2 *30323E-32 1726737-02 iQ13E+042

*59'3ISE-02 o*10'.2'-02 .10~51E*4.

~.72~r.22 8603iE-02 .71367=-02 .100227.04

A-22

6-226



1462 U.S. STAN3A10 AT'40SPHERE

;).SSURr ALT TEMOEýATUIJ sMM TLTA SPEE3 Or IS0U14
(FT) COE5.:E4T1GiAfnJ (IHO/SoLsIHO) (P1FSS/S3.L.PR5SS) (FT/SEC)

-.41.10+1a 8650?E-02 069302:-Oz siaoz9F+o(#
-. 16t2 1.B83 E-102 *6949i3--02 .13031r+40'

l110331* .-3 47 .1,- 4-2 585677E-02 .591811M 2 oi3O33E040L
114C .. 3B+2 :5257E-02 .58381-32 .10035E+01&

IIC5ý1 640ý2EOZ 844ýE-ý o5577-32.10035E+Q34
ici -.40321.7-+02 *845E-37 .51274E--)2 a12038E.0'.

11.0831. -. 4C'.)'2? s33651E-02 .;7573T-02 L30'42E+t!4-
03~2.-3~95'4t+32 sa3252E-C? .-:)73?4=-02 134OF

±1G.-..398i)ý+32 *82'155E-D2 . 67 ':77-02 . oo0L5E+V4.

110.-.53371ii+2 *8246G-02 .65782 0-2 .13.1,7c-+04
L11233 -*3?37Ir032 .5a2t32'-02 .664 3S_-O2 .15Dr.QE+0

iiao-.3465--+3 *81.771J-02 .5519rfE-02 012C73E+04

i1405e32 aBL32T5FE-02* .35ý4r02 s35E3

11350L. -.38o2l0? .46iE-0 .603511-P02o~E~t
1.16033. -. $4793-_+J2 .553252-02 .02'+ 004
LI370:9 -. 3?N3r+02.32E3 .551336 .i2 i.o51rEot+

11.3630.6 -.34214S+52323E-2 .45ZE'-02 ,06EC

111.93'1. -.37 - j-' + 32 .79523E-o? N4469:'-2 1E+I

IL2 C 3- .33C35EO2 -5415=0 -14EC

L1.'30j. Z 13?0*12+ 22 .7C835E-OP .53343E-22.0JE0'
114'2 .775,15E-32 .6336ar-C02 ±iJ07_E+,34

1.l?50). -3 3 d3 .771.70r02 6 ? 73 9 12 .13 C 7E +04

116j.33 . l4 2 .79ti7.-02 0 1- ?8-4 E+0V

11 70 . .S44 Fý2 7ý tC -0 52 4C. 1 -.A -23 C

1123 ;. -3i 50E+ 2 .b?4 E-ý 1307 4E +C 1
621008. - I3275E*31 .ýiE.?.,0ýE0



L'U.¶~ 3TAJ0 AID ATA')SPH4ER

'SSJi-- ALT T -'Iq 1T'URJlM E SPEECD OF SOU!10

I5~2 t r, I ý?4 2 #55044-:-02 i1.l2E0F4-C

1~.X t. 3252 3 33 - 2 *~qr-l .5033 '2 * 12, 21EfC4
IL5 5 -2 4 .2 .6575E-O! .553.02M2E3

.53318:q .115EC

0;53. .56-342E4'02 .35V~32*~5~3:73:1 t03l2l'E+04

11 i U3 - . I 1 9iE+ .54~! 533:--02 ol312.3-ECt

IL i 5 1* ...;35A,5: + .5!365r:--02 .i laE2+0ý.

-.3527- :. .6 6 iE - :2 .54130r--C li14E~+0/4

llrl .1 .553 !r'-az .5023-595-2JO ;E 0

-.35)J:+3. .6477SE-32 5 3 4 3-r2 .i1~3.140+4

2A7?2.5.-.354C2~zE)Z ~ ~ I-2.07E~
~~ -. 13J) 217+3 ~ .CE2 2 4'95~D *7, 1) L43F+ 31

j~ 525*1j7- 2 * 3.43F004

t i 2.J7 S -. ~35:502 .5327ýE-02 5 V.952222 .1Ct~+0G.
t~j0j I .390~+; il)E-0 2 952.'61-r02 .15 C7,E+ 3

116 5 J. .3 4 8 9 J .5B7?2 .(~8i$00 -"'I .J177 E + 04

-1 J3 48 5 J2 .6c"WiE-02 1338 0 .±154F+04
117b0 1. 3 473 .1 + )21 #62 .713 E- 2 2*4e5131 0 2 .1 i156E + a
11872-. 3 t7 ,# r +3 .57164E 02 .i~ir)E+04.

I II W,.1 -3 to 5 *j1 -+3 2 5 15 ?7IEG 2 .5o47763 2 .iO418E+04
1 1.'? L a -.34477:-#32 .5i.2!E-G2 .5C7211-02'1 .1618r8E+ ý4
117 3, J -.S34313-r02 .5C,.3E-32 131 6 3z55 02 *±t~4
117qloz.C - . 334 ., ,+ 02 #*0674E-32 .502137-2 1? *1 E:;E +0 (
11q200* -. 3Jzq54-:,3 53E-2 .465017---02 *lIA6E+Z4

11 ..- .34 1 t -j2 bc-,tcE-32 .49R52r--02 .*1 0It5F +0 4

ThE93. - .V.3?7+5)3 . 145531 t"E- C2 . to351t 7_7- 02 .1-0-
LV~oK.J. -.32&21E7t +)P8~-0 .49434Z-02 172Cf

t18333~. - . 3Z371E+3Z .5 8 23E-2 *4q~0 2 . 13 7 7E+ :t
I 40.-..58453~E-32 8-3 11 a02 . U it4E+0'.

tiko'2. - .3;23" ) r-12 .545ME-02 . 4 7763'-!-02 .1 S

tt200j,. -. 3?733-.02 .;5333~E-OP .16550-'-02 *12209TE4fl
-. 32P;5 +32 5553E-? 04 351 02 .319E+0

A-24

~21 O2


